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FUNCTIONAL*DISSECTION*OF*BRAINSTEM*CIRCUITRY!! Alexander!Ryan!Nectow,!Ph.D.!The!Rockefeller!University!2015!!!Eat.! Sleep.! Breathe.!Move.! These! functions,! critical! to! an! individual’s! survival,! are!controlled! by! highly! conserved! neurotransmitter! and! neuromodulatory! systems,!which! are! principally! located! in! the! brainstem.! These! different! brainstem! neural!populations,! while! performing! apparently! simple! lifePsustaining! functions,! are!remarkably! complex.! For! proper! function,! survival! circuits! need! to! receive!information!from!brain!regions!responsible!for!sensing!survival!needs,!and!rapidly!exert! broad! control! over! the! brain! to! generate! adaptive! behavior! like! foraging!during!energy!deficit!and!escape!from!predation.!How!can!survival!circuits!generate!such!autocratic!control?!!Survival! circuits! principally! affect! global! brain! function! in! two! ways:! diffuse!projection!patterns!and!transmitter!coPrelease.!Through!these!two!mechanisms,!cell!types! small! in! number! can! have! an! enormous! impact! on! neural! processing! and!behavioral!output!through!combinatorial!complexity.!However,! the!properties!that!allow!these!systems!to!address!critical!survival!needs!also!make!them!exceptionally!difficult! to! study;! and! current! technology! is! no! match! to! the! complexity! of! the!circuit.! To! understand! the! role! that! these! neural! circuits! play! in! the! functioning!animal,!it!is!necessary!to!develop!technologies!that!can!identify!molecular!markers,!
which!will!provide!an!access!point! for!the!study!and!manipulation!of!different!cell!types.!!The!current!work!presents!studies!that!I’ve!performed!over!the!past!three!and!a!half!years,!where! I!have!sought! to! functionally!dissect!neural!circuits!of! the!brainstem.!Through! the! development! and! application! of! a! number! of! novel! molecular!technologies,!we!have!gained!critical!insight!into!the!molecular!and!neural!basis!of!behavior.! The! first! part! of! this!work! describes! the! functional! dissection! of! dorsal!raphe!cell!types!to!elucidate!their!role!in!modulating!survival!functions.!The!second!part! outlines! the! development! of! a! novel! technology,! RetroPTRAP,! which! we!developed!to!address!a!critical,!unmet!need!in!neuroscience:!molecular!profiling!of!neurons! based! on! their! connectivity.! In! these! studies,! a! particular! emphasis! was!placed! on! the! dopaminergic! and! serotonergic! nuclei! of! the!midbrain! (the! ventral!tegmental!area/substantia!nigra!pars!compacta!and!dorsal! raphe,! respectively),!as!they!are!essential!for!key!survival!behaviors,!such!as!feeding!and!locomotion.!These!populations!of!neurons!are!therefore!ideal!for!studying!the!generation!of!purposive!behaviors!in!the!context!of!survival!circuitry.!!
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CHAPTER(1:(INTRODUCTION(!A! basic! goal! of! biology! is! to! understand! the! mechanism! underlying! how! an!organism’s! structure! informs! and! determines! its! function.! For! the! brain,! this! goal!has!proven!to!be!somewhat!elusive.!The!role!of!the!brain!is!to!interpret!an!animal’s!environment!and!convert!it! into!an!actionable!sequence!of!events,!behavior,!which!are!critical!for!keeping!the!animal!alive!and!reproducing.!However,!this!simple!goal!belies!the!brain’s!remarkable!complexity.!!Unlike! most! other! organs,! the! brain! simultaneously! operates! at! length! and! time!scales! spanning!many!orders!of!magnitude.! Single! synapses!operate!at!nanometer!lengths!with!millisecondDprecision! signaling,! while! neural! circuits! can! span!many!centimeters!and!(in!the!case!of!something!like!memory)!retain!information!over!the!course!of!years.!With!this!daunting!level!of!complexity,!the!study!of!neural!circuitry!requires! a! number! of! different! approaches.! The! functional! unit! of! the! nervous!system!is! the!neuron,!and! it!comes! in!many!different! flavors!(cell! types):!different!shapes! and! sizes! (morphology),! activity! (excitability),! anatomy! (connectivity),!composition! (molecules),! and! function! (effect! on! behavior).! Recent! work! has!demonstrated! that! cell! types! even! in! the! same! anatomic! locus! can! bidirectionally!influence!behavior,!whether!it! is!feeding!(Aponte!et!al.,!2011),!drinking!(Oka!et!al.,!2015),! locomotion! (Kozorovitskiy! et! al.,! 2012;! Kravitz! et! al.,! 2010),! valence!(Jennings! et! al.,! 2013;( Lammel! et! al.,! 2013),! or! stress/anxiety! (Chaudhury! et! al.,!2013;!Kim!et!al.,!2013).!It!is!thus!becoming!increasingly!clear!that!the!identification!
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and!functional!dissection!of!specific!cell!types!is!critical!for!understanding!how!the!brain!gives!rise!to!sophisticated!behaviors.!!Cell!types!are!embedded!within!defined!neural!circuits,!which!ultimately!determine!their!functionality.!It!is!therefore!essential!to!not!only!identify!cell!types,!but!to!also!define! their!unique! input/output!architecture.!A!cell! type’s! inputs!provide!context!for! how! an! individual! neural! population! interprets! its! internal! and! external!environment,! whereas! its! outputs! determine! how! it! converts! this! representation!into! actionable! consequences.! This! is! particularly! important! when! studying!brainstem! neural! circuitry,! which! is! a! critical! locus! for! mediating! key! survivalDrelated! behaviors.! The! brainstem! sends! and! receives! information! throughout! the!brain,!and!thus!can!exert!autocratic!control!over!the!organism.!How!it!does!this! is!poorly!understood.!!!The! current! work! describes! an! approach! to! tackling! the! neural! circuitry! of! the!brainstem! using! novel,! stateDofDtheDart! molecular! technologies! in! tandem! with!circuit!mapping!and!functional!optogenetic!tools.!Here,!I!describe!the!application!of!these! tools! to! understand! the!molecular! and! anatomic! organization! of! brainstem!neural! circuits,! and! then! apply! these! findings! to! functionally! interrogate! these!circuits! in! the! freely!moving! animal.! The! insights! gained! from! these! studies! have!informed!how!the!animal!may!adapt!to!its!local!environment!to!promote!survival.!!!
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Figure(1.1.(The(Dorsal(Raphe(Nucleus(is(Comprised(of(a(Mosaic(of(Cell(Types.!The! three! predominant! cell! types! within! the! raphe! are! serotonergic! (marked! by!Tph2,!left),!glutamatergic!(marked!by!VGluT3,!middle),!and!GABAergic!(marked!by!Vgat,! right).! A! rough! outline! of! the! dorsal! raphe! nucleus! (DRN)! is! delineated! by!dashed!lines.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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We! set! out! to! test! the! contribution! of! each! of! these! cell! types! to! survivalDrelated!behaviors!(feeding,! locomotion,!and!reward)!through!cellDtypeDspecific!optogenetic!activation! utilizing! freely! available! CreDdriver! lines.! In! the! current! work,! we!surprisingly!find!that!acute!manipulation!of!DRN!serotonin!neurons!does!not!affect!survivalDrelated!function;!rather,!we!find!that!the!DRN!modulates!acute!behavioral!output! principally! through! the! activity! of! GABAergic! (VgatDexpressing)! and! nonDcanonical! glutamatergic! (VGluT3Dexpressing)! neurons,! the! latter! of! which! overlap!substantially! with! serotonergic! neurons.! These! GABAergic! and! glutamatergic! cell!types!contribute!to!different!aspects!of!rewardD!and!survivalDrelated!behaviors!and!together! are! able! to! bidirectionally! control! food! intake,! reminiscent! of! the!AgRP/POMC! neuron! opponency! exhibited! by! the! arcuate! nucleus! of! the!hypothalamus! (Aponte! et! al.,! 2011).! Taken! together,! this!work! elucidates! a! novel!cellDtypeDspecific! neural! circuit! mechanism! through! which! the! brain! addresses!critical!survival!needs.!!
1.2( Molecular( profiling( with( viral( translating( ribosome( affinity( purification(
(vTRAP)!Translational!profiling!methodologies!enable!the!systematic!characterization!of!cell!types! in! complex! tissues.! These! methods! have! proven! particularly! useful! for!molecular! studies! of! the! mammalian! central! nervous! system,! where! neuronal!isolation! is! exceptionally! difficult.! Here,! we! report! the! development! of! a! viral!strategy! for! rapidly! profiling! CNS! cell! types.! We! engineered! an! adenoDassociated!virus! to!CreDconditionally!express!an!EGFP/large!ribosomal!subunit! fusion!protein!
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(AAVDFLEXDEGFPL10a),! which! we! have! used! in! combination! with! numerous! CreDdriver! lines! to! validate! its! utility! as! a! tool! to! access! translating! mRNAs! from!genetically! and! anatomically! defined! neural! populations.! We! then! applied! AAVDFLEXDEGFPL10a! to! melaninDconcentrating! hormone! neurons! of! the! lateral!hypothalamus,! identifying!a!number!of!novel!marker!genes! for! this!cell! type!using!highDthroughput!RNA!sequencing.!We!have!also!produced!and!tested!this!AAV!in!a!number! of! serotypes,! making! this! new! viral! TRAP! (vTRAP)! technology! broadly!applicable! for!profiling! the!CNS!and!other! cell! types! for!which!a!CreDdriver! line! is!available.!!Molecular! characterization! of! cell! types! within! the! brain! is! essential! for!understanding! central! nervous! system! (CNS)! function.! The! complexity! and!heterogeneous! nature! of! the! CNS! and! the! relatively! few! cellDtypeDspecific!marker!genes! have! made! such! studies! historically! challenging.! Over! the! last! decade,! a!variety!of!innovative!approaches!have!yielded!significant!advances!in!our!ability!to!profile!gene!expression! from!defined!cell!populations.!These! include! laser!capture!microdissection! (LCM)! (Lammel! et! al.,! 2008;! Li! et! al.,! 2013)! of! anatomically!identified! cells,! fluorescence!activated! cell! sorting! (FACS)!of! labeled! cells! (Lobo!et!al.,!2006;!Arlotta!et!al.,!2005;!Molyneaux!et!al.,!2014),!immunopanning!(Dugas!et!al.,!2008),!and!manual!cell!sorting!(Sugino!et!al.,!2006).!While!powerful,!these!methods!are! labor! intensive,! rely! on! postmortem! identification! of! cell! types,! and! are! not!amenable!to!rapid,!highDthroughput!in,vivo!analyses.!!!
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The! translating! ribosome! affinity! purification! (TRAP)! technique! is! a! direct,! rapid!affinity! purification!method! for! isolating! polysomal! RNA! from! genetically! defined!cell! populations! in, vivo! (Heiman! et! al,! 2008).! TRAP! is! part! of! a! growing! class! of!techniques,!referred!to!as!translational!profiling,!that!directly!access!the!translating!mRNAs! of! defined! cell! types! based! on! the! expression! of! specific! marker! genes!(Heiman!et!al.,!2008;!Doyle!et!al.,!2008;!Sanz!et!al.,!2009),!connectivity!(Ekstrand!et!al.,! 2014),! or! even! activity! (Knight! et! al.,! 2012).! These! techniques! are!particularly!effective!due!to!the! limited!perturbations!required!to!access!genetic!material! from!the!cell! types!of! interest.! In! contrast! to! lengthier! cellular! isolation!methods,!TRAP!avoids! possible! adaptations! and! RNA! degradation! by! substantially! reducing! the!amount! of! elapsed! time! between! animal! sacrifice! and! mRNA! purification! by! the!affinity!purification!of! tagged!polysomes! from!whole! tissue!homogenates! (Heiman!et! al.,! 2008,! Heiman! et! al.,! 2014).! TRAP! has! become! widely! used! and! has! been!employed!to!profile! translation! in!dozens!of!cell! types! in!the!mouse!CNS!(Doyle!et!al.,!2008;(Schmidt!et!al.,!2012;(Gorlich!et!al.,!2013;(Mellen!et!al.,!2014;(Nakajima!et!al.,!2014),!visceral!organs!(Grgic!et!al.,!2014;!Liu!et!al.,!2014;!Zhou!et!al.,!2013),!and!has! even! been! adapted! for! use! in! other! species! including! zebrafish! (Tryon! et! al.,!2013),! frogs! (Watson! et! al.,! 2012),! flies! (Thomas! et! al.,! 2012),! and! even! plants!(Wang!and!Jiao,!2014).!!While!simple!and!effective,!to!date!the!application!of!TRAP!to!study!the!mammalian!CNS! has! been! dependent! on! obtaining! the! proper! transgenic!mice.! This! has! been!achieved! through! the! generation! of! completely! new! BAC! transgenic! mouse! lines!
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(Doyle! et! al.,! 2008)! or! crossing! CreDdriver! lines! to! floxed! tag! alleles! (Sanz! et! al.,!2009;( Stanley! et! al.,! 2013;( Liu! et! al.,! 2014;! Zhou! et! al.,! 2013).!We! thus! set! out! to!expand! the! use! and! accessibility! of! TRAP! by! generating! novel! CreDconditional!adenoDassociated! viruses! (AAVs)! that! make! it! possible! to! profile! molecularly!defined,! anatomicallyDrestricted! neural! populations! for! which! CreDdriver! lines!already!exist.!This!approach!allows!for!rapid!access!to!translating!mRNAs!in!discrete!neural! populations! through! viral! tagging! of! ribosomes! in! anatomically! and!molecularly!defined!subsets!of!neurons.!From!the!time!of!injection,!enrichments!for!marker! genes! are! observed! as! early! as! three!weeks! postDinfection,! demonstrating!that!this!approach!is!an!effective!way!to!rapidly!and!accurately!profile!targeted!cell!types.!!As! a! proof! of! concept,! we! validated! this! novel! viral! TRAP! (vTRAP)! methodology!using! a! number! of! readily! available! CreDdriver! lines,! representing! cell! types!throughout!the!brain!(specifically,!within!the!brainstem,!hypothalamus,!and!cortex).!In! particular,! we! focused! on! a! population! of! lateral! hypothalamic! neurons!expressing!melaninDconcentrating!hormone!(MCH),!which!are!implicated!in!feeding!and! arousalDrelated! behaviors! (Jego! et! al.,! 2013;! Shimada! et! al.,! 1998).! HighDthroughput!RNA!sequencing!(RNADseq)!of!the!MCH!neurons!led!to!the!identification!a!number!of!known!cell!type!markers,!and!revealed!a!number!of!marker!genes!with!relevance!to!feeding!behavior!and!metabolic!state.!Taken!together,!the!current!work!provides! a! highly! efficient!means! for! targeting! neuronal! ribosomes! in! a! cellDtypeDspecific,!anatomically!restricted!fashion!using!viralDmediated!gene!transfer.!
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1.3(Molecular(profiling(of(neurons(based(on(connectivity(using(RetroMTRAP(An! important! goal! in! neuroscience! is! to! understand! how! neural! circuits! control!behavior.! Toward! this! end,! intensive! efforts! are! being! made! to! delineate! the!complete!wiring!diagram,!or!connectome,!of!the!mammalian!brain.!HighDthroughput!electron!microscopy!has!been!used!to!define!microDscale!connectivity!(Helmstaedter!et! al.,! 2013),! while! tracing! strategies! utilizing! virallyDencoded! fluorophores! have!allowed!for!milliDscale!circuit!mapping!(Wickersham!et!al.,!2007),!with!postsynaptic!cellDtypeDspecificity!in!some!cases!(Wall!et!al.,!2010;!Wall!et!al.,!2013).!While!these!studies!have!elegantly!dissected!a!number!of!complex!circuits,!they!are!not!designed!to! provide! molecular! information! about! the! presynaptic! neural! populations.! The!identification! of! marker! genes! for! neurons! comprising! circuits! enables! testing! of!their!functional!role,!which!is!key!to!understanding!how!the!brain!controls!complex!neural!processes.!!Methods! for! identifying!markers! expressed! in!molecularly! defined! neurons! in! the!mammalian!nervous!system!have!been!developed!by! translationally!profiling!cells!through! the!expression!of!a!ribosomal! tag! (Heiman!et!al.,!2008;!Sanz!et!al.,!2009).!Translating! ribosome! affinity! purification! (TRAP)! can! yield! molecular! profiles! of!defined!neural!populations!using! cellDtypeDspecific! expression!of! a!GFPDL10! fusion!protein!through!BAC!transgenesis!or!conditional!expression!of!a!floxed!allele!(Doyle!et!al.,!2008;!Stanley!et!al.,!2013).!!
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While!providing!detailed!information!about!the!molecular!identity!of!populations!of!neurons,! TRAP! does! not! provide! neuroanatomical! information.! Given! that! the!function! of! a! defined! population! of! neurons! is! inextricably! linked! to! its! circuit!connectivity,! we! sought! to! adapt! TRAP! technology! to! molecularly! profile! and!identify!subsets!of!neurons!that!project!into!specific!brain!regions.!We!focused!first!on!the!nucleus!accumbens,!which!plays!an!important!role!in!diverse!behaviors!such!as! feeding,! addiction,! and! depression! (Chaudhury! et! al.,! 2013;! Lim! et! al.,! 2012;!Luscher!and!Malenka,!2011;!Tye!et!al.,!2013).!!!To!profile!neurons!based!on!their!site!of!projection,!we!set!out!to!functionalize!GFP!(Tsien,! 1998),! such! that! it! could! tag! ribosomes! and! allow! their! precipitation! in! a!manner!analogous! to! that!of!TRAP.!Since!GFP! is! commonly!encoded! in! retrograde!tracing! viruses,! such! as! canine! adenovirus! type! 2! (CAV;! Bru! et! al.,! 2010),! this!approach! would! allow! us! to! precipitate! ribosomes! from! only! those! neurons! that!project!to!a!defined!region.!To!achieve!this,!we!utilized!camelid!nanobodies,!which!are! small,! geneticallyDencoded,! intracellularly! stable! and! bind! their! antigens! with!high! specificity! and! avidity! (Muyldermans,! 2013).! Camelid! nanobodies! have!recently!been!used!in!a!number!of!applications,!such!as!intracellular!localization!of!proteins!(Ries!et!al.,!2012),! live!cell!antigen!targeting!(Rothbauer!et!al.,!2006),!and!modulation!of!gene!expression!(Tang!et!al.,!2013).!!!We! hypothesized! that! an! antiDGFP! nanobody! fused! to! a! ribosomal! protein! could!stably! bind! GFP! intracellularly! and! allow! for! ribosome! precipitation.!Moreover,! if!
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used! in! combination!with! GFP! expressed! from! a! retrograde! tracing! virus! such! as!CAVDGFP,! this! approach! would! allow! for! immunoprecipitation! of! ribosomes!specifically!from!projective!neurons.!!In! the! current! work,! we! generated! transgenic! mice! that! express! an! NDterminal!fusion!protein!consisting!of!the!VHH!fragment!of!a!camelid!antibody!raised!against!GFP!(Rothbauer!et!al.,!2006),!fused!to!large!ribosomal!subunit!protein!Rpl10a!under!the! control! of! the! synapsin! promoter.! By! injecting! the! retrogradely! transported!CAVDGFP!virus!(Bru!et!al.,!2010)!into!the!nucleus!accumbens!shell,!we!were!able!to!capture! ribosomes! from! presynaptic! neurons! in! the! ventral! midbrain! and!hypothalamus,! and! identify! markers! delineating! cellDtypes! that! project! to! this!region.! Furthermore,! using! a! CreDconditional! AAV! encoding! the!NBL10! fusion,!we!were!able! to!molecularly!profile!VTA!dopamine!neurons!projecting! to! the!nucleus!accumbens.! This! work! provides! a! general! means! for! molecularly! profiling!presynaptic! cellDtypes! based! on! their! projection! pattern,! and! identifies! marker!genes! for! neuronal! populations! that! are! potentially! relevant! to! a! variety! of!behaviors! including! feeding,! and! neuropsychiatric! diseases,! such! as! addiction! and!depression.!!!!!!!!!!
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CHAPTER(2:(MATERIALS(AND(METHODS!
2.1(Mice(All!experiments!were!approved!by!The!Rockefeller!University! Institutional!Animal!Care! and! Use! Committee! (IACUC)! and! were! in! accordance! with! the! National!Institutes!of!Health!guidelines.!Mice!were!all!housed!on!a!12!hr!lightDdark!cycle!with!
ad, libitum! access! to! food! and! water! (unless! stated! otherwise).! All! behaviors! and!molecular!assays!were!performed!in!the!light!cycle.!The!following!mouse!lines!were!used!in!the!current!work:!
2.1.1( CreMdriver( lines.! Slc32a16IRES6Cre! (VgatDIRESDCre,! Jackson! Labs! Stock!016962),! Slc17a86IRES6Cre! (VGluT3DIRESDCre,! Lou! et! al.,! 2013),! ePet6Cre! (Jackson!Labs! Stock! 012712),! Pmch6Cre! (Knight! et! al.,! 2012;( Jego! et! al.,! 2013),! Slc6a36IRES6 
Cre! (DATDIRESDCre,! Backman! et! al.,! 2006),! Slc6a46Cre! (SERTDCre,! MMRRC! Stock!031028DUCD),!Ntsr16Cre,!GRP6IRES6Cre!(Krashes!et!al.,!2014).!
2.1.2( Conditional( knockouts.! Tph2, lox/lox! (Wu! et! al.,! 2012),! Slc17a8, lox/lox!(provided!by!Robert!Edwards,!unpublished),!Tfam,lox/lox!(Ekstrand!et!al.,!2007).!
2.1.3( Transgenics.!SYN6NBL10!(Ekstrand!et!al.,!2014),!Ntsr16GFPL10!(provided!by!Eric!Schmidt).!
2.1.4( Reporters.! Ef1a6LSL6GFPL10R! (Stanley! et! al.,! 2013),! p116EGFP! (Oh! et! al.,!2013).!
2.1.5(WildMtype(mice.!C57BL/6J!(Jackson!Labs!Stock!000664).!!!
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Viral! vectors! were! used! throughout! the! numerous! studies! described! within! this!thesis.! These! viruses! can! be! classified! by! their! utility:! molecular! profiling,! circuit!mapping,!and!optogenetic!control.!
2.2.1(Molecular(profiling.!AAV5DFLEXDGFPL10!(Nectow!et!al.,!submitted;!produced!at! UNC! Vector! Core),! AAV2DFLEXDGFPL10! (Nectow! et! al.,! submitted),! AAV9DFLEXD GFPL10! (Nectow! et! al.,! submitted),! AAV5DFLEXDNBL10! (Ekstrand! et! al.,! 2014;
( produced! at! UNC! Vector! Core),! AAV5DIVDGFPL10! (Nectow! et! al.,! submitted;!produced! at! UNC! Vector! Core),! AAV5DIVDNBL10! (Nectow! et! al.,! unpublished;!produced! at! UNC! Vector! Core),! CAVDGFP! (provided! by! Eric! Kremer,! Kremer! et! al.,!2000).!
2.2.2( Circuit( mapping.! AAV9DFLEXDGFP! (from! the! Allen! Brain! Institute,! produced!by!the!Penn!Vector!Core),!Rabies(ΔG)DGFP(EnvA)!(provided!by!the!Salk!Vector!Core,!Wall! et! al.,! 2010),! AAV8DFLEXDTCB! (provided! by! Brady! Weissbourd/Liqun! Luo,( Weissbourd!et!al.,!2014),!PRVDmCherry!(Ekstrand!et!al.,!2014).!
2.2.3( Optogenetic( control.! AAV5DEF1aDDIODhChR2(H134R)DEYFP! (activation),!AAV5DEF1aDDIODEYFP! (control),! AAV5DEF1aDDIODArch3.0DEYFP! (inhibition).! All!AAVs!used!for!optogenetic!control!were!obtained!from!the!UNC!Vector!Core!(these!viruses!were!all!originally!developed!by!Karl!Deisseroth’s!group).(
2.3(Generation(of(novel(viral(vectors(The! plasmids! pAAVDFLEXDGFPL10! and! pAAVDFLEXDNBL10! were! generated! as!previously!reported!(see!Ekstrand!et!al.,!2014;!Nectow!et!al.,!submitted).!Briefly,!we!PCR!amplified!GFPL10!or!NBL10!adding!5’!NheI!and!3’!AscI!cut!sites!for!subcloning!
2.2 Viral vectors
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into! pAAVDEF1aDDIODhChR2(H134R)DmCherryDWPREDHGHpA! (Addgene! plasmid!#20297).! GFPL10! or! NBL10! was! subcloned! into! the! AAV! vector! in! the! reverse!orientation!using!NheI!and!AscI!cut!sites,!replacing!ChR2DmCherry,!and!resulting!in!pAAVDFLEXDGFPL10! or! pAAVDFLEXDNBL10.! pAAVDIVDGFPL10! and! pAAVDIVDNBL10!were!generated!by!synthesizing!a!~1D2!kb!fragments!with!3’!lox!sites!between!EGFP!or!3xDFLAGDHADNanobody!and!Rpl10a!coding!sequence!and!5’!AscI!and!3’!EcoRI!cut!sites! (Genewiz).! The! fragment!was! then! subcloned! into! the! ChR2DmCherry! vector!with! AscI! and! EcoRI! cut! sites,! replacing! ChR2DmCherry! and! the! 3’! lox! sites.! All!plasmids!were! then! sent! to! the!University! of!North! Carolina! Vector! Core! for! AAV!packaging!with!serotype!5,!as!described!above.!!
2.4(Tissue(culture!For!RetroDTRAP! studies,!Hepa!1D6! cells!were!mock! infected!or! infected!with!CAVDGFP!at!1000!particles/cell!for!2!hrs!in!DMEM+2%!FBS.!After!2!hrs,!the!inoculum!was!removed!and!replaced!with!DMEM+10%!FBS.!After!48!hrs,! the!cells!were! lysed! in!250!µl!0.15!M!KCl!buffer!with!RNase!inhibitors!and!protease!inhibitors.!Input!RNA!was! prepared! and! GFP! IPs!were! performed! as!with! the! brain! lysates.! For! vTRAP!studies,! HEK293T! cells!were! transfected!with! pAAVDIVDGFPL10! and! either! pCMVDCre!or! vehicle.!After! sufficient! expression!of!GFPL10! (2D3!d),! cells!were! lysed!and!both!DNA!and!RNA!were!collected.!PCR!was!used!to!assess!presence!of!GFPL10!DNA,!and! Taqman! qPCR! was! used! to! quantitate! both! DNA! and! RNA! abundance! in! the!presence!or!absence!of!Cre!recombinase.(!
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2.5(Stereotaxic(surgeries!Mice!age!6D20!weeks!were!induced!and!maintained!on!isofluorane!anesthesia!before!stereotaxic! injection! of! fiber! optic! placement! (see! below! for! details! on! viral!injections,! locations,! and! fiber! placement).! After! injections,! the! needle!was! left! in!place! for! 5D10! min! before! slowly! retracting.! The! skin! was! either! closed! with! a!surgical! clip! (after! injection)! or! suturing! (after! fiber! optic! implantation).! Dorsal!raphe! ML! and! AP! coordinates! are! relative! to! lambda.! All! other! ML! and! AP!coordinates! are! relative! to! bregma.! DV! coordinates! are! all! relative! to! the! pial!surface.!
2.5.1( RetroMTRAP( studies.! For! initial!RetroDTRAP!studies! (Ekstrand!et! al.,! 2014),!SYNDNBL10!transgenic,!p11DEGFP,!or!wild!type!mice!were!injected!bilaterally!in!the!nucleus! accumbens! shell! (NAc,! coordinates:! ±1.0!mm!ML,! +1.35!mm!AP,! D4.2!mm!DV).! SYNDNBL10! and!WT!mice!were! injected!with! CAVDGFP.! p11DEGFP!mice!were!injected!with!PRVDmCherry.!DATDIRESDCre!mice!were!injected!bilaterally!in!both!the!NAc!with! CAVDGFP,! as! well! as! the! VTA!with! AAVDFLEXDNBL10! (coordinates:! ±0.5!mm!ML,!D3.15!mm!AP,!D4.2!mm!DV).!
2.5.2( CellMtypeMspecific( RetroMTRAP( studies.! For! mesolimbic! dopamine! neuron!profiling,!DATDIRESDCre!mice!were! injected!bilaterally! in!both! the!NAc! (±1.44!mm!ML,!+1.35!mm!AP,! D4.25!mm!DV:6°)!with!CAVDGFP!and!VTA! (±1.02!mm!ML,! D3.15!mm!AP,!D4.23!mm!DV:7°)!with!AAVDIVDGFPL10.!For!nigrostriatal!dopamine!neuron!profiling,!DATDIRESDCre!mice!were! injected!bilaterally! in!both! the!CPu! (±1.76!mm!ML,!+0.5!mm!AP,!D2.5!mm!DV:6°)!with!CAVDGFP!and!SNc!(±1.52!mm!ML,!D2.8!mm!AP,!D4.23!mm!DV:7°)!with!AAVDIVDGFPL10.!
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2.5.3(Molecular(profiling(of(dorsal(raphe(cell(types.!VGluT3DIRESDCre,!VgatDIRESDCre,!or!ePetDCre!mice!were!injected!into!the!DRN!with!1.0!μl!AAVDIVDGFPL10!(0!mm!ML,!0!mm!AP,!D2.8!mm!DV).!The!skin!was!then!closed!with!a!surgical!clip,!and!mice!were! allowed! to! recover! for! at! least! three! weeks! prior! to! performing! GFP!immunoprecipitations.!
2.5.4(Molecular( profiling( using( viral( TRAP( (vTRAP).! Injections!of!1.0!μl!AAV5DFLEXDGFPL10!were!made!in!the!lateral!hypothalamus!(LH,!±1.56!mm!ML,!D1.5!mm!AP,!4.75!mm!DV:8°)!of!PmchDCre!mice,!ventral!tegmental!area!(VTA,!±0.5!mm!ML,!D3.15! mm! AP,! D4.2! mm! DV)! of! DATDIRESDCre! mice,! and! the! dorsal! raphe! nucleus!(DRN,!0!mm!ML,!0!mm!AP,!D2.8!mm!DV)!of!SERTDCre!mice.!
2.5.5( Optogenetic( implantation( for( behavior( and( electrophysiology.! ePetDCre,!VGluT3DIRESDCre,!or!VgatDIRESDCre!mice!were!injected!with!1.0!μl!AAV5DEf1aDDIODChR2(H134R)DEYFP! or! AAV5DEf1aDDIODeArch3.0DEYFP! in! the! DRN! (coordinates,!relative! to! lambda:! +0.8! mm! ML,! 0! mm! AP,! D3.0! mm! DV:15°)! followed! by!implantation! of! a! fiber! optic! ferrule! (Thor! Labs)! above! the! DRN! (coordinates,!relative! to! lambda:! +0.8!mm!ML,! 0!mm! AP,! D2.4!mm!DV:15°).! The! skin!was! then!closed!by!suturing!around!the! implanted! fiber!optic/ferrule.!Mice!were!allowed!at!least!2.5!weeks!to!recover!from!surgery!before!performing!behavioral!studies.!
2.5.6( Drug( infusion( studies.! Mice! were! anesthetized! with! ketamine! (100!mg/kg/10!ml)!and!xylazine!(10!mg/kg/10!ml)!in!sterile!saline.!For!gastrinDreleasing!peptide! (GRP,! R&D! systems)! infusions,! bilateral! guide! cannulae! (26Dgauge,! 5!mm!length)!were! implanted!above! the!NAc! (±0.75!mm!ML,!+1.5!mm!AP,–3.9!mm!DV).!Mice! were! given! 1! wk! to! recover! prior! to! conditioned! place! preference! (CPP)!
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experiments.! GRP! (0.125,! 0.25,! or! 0.50! μg/0.5! μl/side)! or! vehicle! (PBS)! was!delivered!through!an!injector!needle!at!a!rate!of!0.1!μl/min.!After!the!5!min!infusion,!injector! needles! remained! in! place! for! 5!min! to! prevent! backflow! of! the! injection!until!each!CPP!training!session!started.!!
2.6(Polysome(purification!Streptavidin!MyOne!T1!Dynabeads!(300!µl!per!IP,!Invitrogen)!were!washed!twice!on!a!magnetic!rack!with!PBS!and!loaded!with!biotinylated!Protein!L!(120!µg,!Thermo!Scientific)! for! 35! min! at! room! temperature.! The! Protein! L! loaded! beads! were!blocked! by! five! washes! in! PBS! with! 3%! IgGDfree! and! proteaseDfree! BSA! (Jackson!ImmunoResearch).!After! the! final!block!was! removed,!beads!were! resuspended! in!Buffer!A!(10!mM!HEPES![pH!7.4],!150!mM!KCl,!5!mM!MgCl2,!1%!NP40)!and!loaded!with!2x50!µg!monoclonal!GFP!antibodies!(clones!19C8!and!19F7;!Doyle!et!al.,!2008)!at! room! temperature.! Mice! were! sacrificed! by! cervical! dislocation! and! a! ventral!piece! including! the! hypothalamus! and!midbrain!was! rapidly! dissected! in! iceDcold!Buffer!B!!(1xHBSS,!4!mM!NaHCO3,!2.5!mM!HEPES![pH!7.4],!35!mM!Glucose)!with!100!mg/ml! cycloheximide! (Sigma).! The!dissected!pieces!were!pooled! in!3! groups!of! 6!brains! each! and! transferred! to! a! glass! homogenizer! (Kimble! Kontes! 20),! and!homogenized!in!1.5!ml!iceDcold!Buffer!C!(10!mM!HEPES![pH!7.4],!150!mM!KCl,!5!mM!MgCl2)! with! 0.5! mM! DTT! (Sigma),! 80! U/ml! RNasin! Plus! (Promega),! 40U/ml!SuperaseDIn! (Life! Technologies),! 100! mg/ml! cycloheximide,! protease! inhibitor!cocktail! (Roche)! and! 100! ng/ml! GFPDTrap! Protein! (ChromoTek).! Tissue! samples!were!homogenized!three!times!at!250!rpm!and!ten!times!at!750!rpm!on!a!variableD
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speed! homogenizer! (GlasDCol)! at! 4°C.! Homogenates! were! transferred! to!microcentrifuge!tubes!and!clarified!at!2,000xg!for!10!min!at!4°C.!140!µl!each!of!10%!IGEPAL!CAD630! (NPD40;! Sigma)! and!1,2DdiheptanoylDsnDglyceroD3DphosphoDcholine!(DHPC!at!100!mg/0.69!ml;!Avanti!Polar!Lipids)!was!added!to!the!supernatant.!The!solutions! were! mixed! and! centrifuged! again! at! 17,000xg! for! 15! min! at! 4°C.! The!resulting! supernatants! were! transferred! to! new! tubes! and! 50! µl! of! each! cleared!lysate!was!mixed!with! 50! µl! Lysis! Buffer! (0.7! µl! βDmercaptoethanol/100! µl! Lysis!Buffer;! Agilent! Absolutely! RNA! Nanoprep! Kit)! and! stored! at! D80°! for! later!preparation!as!input!RNA.!The!remaining!lysates!(approximately!1.5!ml)!were!used!for! immunoprecipitation.!The!beads! incubating!with!GFP! antibodies!were!washed!twice! in! Buffer! A! with! 0.5! mM! DTT,! 80! U/ml! RNasin! Plus! and! 100! mg/ml!cycloheximide! before! the! cleared! brain! lysates! were! added.! The!immunoprecipitation!was!allowed!to!run!at!4°C!for!40!min.!Beads!were!washed!four!times!with!Buffer!D!(10!mM!HEPES![pH!7.4],!350!mM!KCl,!5!mM!MgCl2,!1%!NP40)!with! 0.5! mM! DTT,! 80! U/ml! RNasin! Plus! and! 100! mg/ml! cycloheximide.! Before!removing!the!last!wash!solution!the!beads!were!moved!to!a!new!tube.!After!the!final!wash,! RNA! was! eluted! by! adding! 100! µl! Lysis! Buffer! and! purified! using! the!Absolutely!RNA!Nanoprep!Kit!(Agilent).!For!qPCR!analysis!cDNA!was!prepared!with!the! QuantiTect! Reverse! Transcription! Kit! (Qiagen).! For! RNADseq! cDNA! libraries!were!prepared!with! the!SMARTer!Ultralow!Input!RNA!for! Illumina!Sequencing!Kit!(Clontech).!For!FLAG!IPs!(in!the!case!of!AAVDIVDNBL10!for!cellDtypeDspecific!RetroDTRAP),!Protein!G!Dynabeads!(300!µl!per!IP,!Life!Technologies)!were!washed!2!times!in!1!ml!0.15!M!KCl!buffer.!The!beads!were!then!resuspended!in!930!µl!0.15!M!KCl!
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buffer,!10!µl!10%!BSA,!and!60!µl!FLAG!antibody!(Sigma)!and!placed!on!a!rotating!rack!overnight!at!4°C.!On!the!day!of!IPs!(the!next!morning)!these!beads!were!then!resuspended! in! the! supernatant! from! the! GFP! IPs! and! allowed! to! incubate! on! a!rotating! rack! for!1!hr!at!4°C.!FLAG! IP!beads!were! treated!exactly!as!GFP! IP!beads!after!the!immunoprecipitations.!!
2.7(HighMthroughput(RNA(sequencing((RNAMseq)!Sequencing! was! performed! on! an! Illumina! HiSeq! 2500! sequencer! using! 100! bp!singleDreads.! Samples! were! sequenced! in! triplicate! (3! biological! replicates! per!group).! Tophat2! (v2.0.3)!was! used! to! align! the! reads! using! the!Bowtie1! (v0.12.7)!option.!Segment!size!was!25!bp,!allowing!for!2!mismatches.!Anchor!size!for!splices!was! set! to! 10! bp! allowing! for! 0! mismatches.! Cufflinks! (v2.1.1)! was! used! for!transcript! abundance! estimation! and! differential! expression! testing.! The! gene!annotation!was!from!Ensembl!NCBIM37!(mm9!build).!!
2.8(Immunohistochemistry((IHC)!Mice!were!transcardially!perfused!with!PBS,!followed!by!4%!PFA.!Brains!were!then!postfixed! for!12D24!hrs!at!4°C.!Fixed!brains!were!vibratome!(Leica)!sectioned!to!a!thickness! of! 50! µm.! Primary! antibodies! used! were:! rabbit! antiDHA! (1:1000,! Cell!Signaling),! mouse! antiDNeuN! (1:1000,! EMD! Millipore),! chicken! antiDGFP! (1:1000,!Abcam),!rabbit!antiDTH!(1:1000,!PelDFreeze),!chicken!antiDTH!(1:1,000,!Aves!Labs),!rabbit!antiDMCH!(1:1000,!Phoenix!Pharmaceuticals),!rabbit!antiDHypocretin!(1:1000,!Phoenix! Pharmaceuticals),! rabbit! antiDTph2! (1:500,! Novus! Biologicals).! Secondary!
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antibodies!were!Alexa!FluorDconjugated!(Invitrogen).!All!images!were!captured!on!a!Zeiss!LSM780!confocal!microscope.!!
2.9(Fluorescence(in(situ(hybridization((FISH)!FISH!probe!sequences!were!PCR!amplified!using!the!primers!specified!for!each!gene!in!the!Allen!Brain!Atlas!and!subsequently!cloned!into!a!pCRII!dual!promoter!plasmid!(Invitrogen).! The! orientation! of! the! cloned! probe! sequence! in! relation! to! the! SP6!and!T7!promoters!of!pCRII!was!determined!by!sequencing.!The!linear!DNA!fragment!necessary! for! in,vitro! transcription!was!produced!by!PCR!amplification!using!M13!primers.! Antisense! digoxigeninDlabeled! probes! were! generated! by! in, vitro!transcription! using! SP6! or! T7! RNA! polymerase! (Roche)! and! M13! PCR! product!template.! RNA! probes! were! purified! using! the! Absolutely! RNA! Nanoprep! Kit!(Agilent)! and! yield! was! quantified! on! a! Nanodrop! (usually! 100D400! ng/µl).! Mice!were! transcardially! perfused!with!10!ml!PBS! followed!by!50!ml! iceDcold!4%!PFA.!Brains! were! dissected,! postfixed! in! 4%! PFA! for! 24! hrs! and! equilibrated! in! 30%!sucrose!for!24D48!hrs.!Brains!were!frozen!and!30!µm!sections!were!collected!in!cold!PBS.! To! quench! endogenous! peroxidase! activity,! brain! sections!were! incubated! in!3%!H2O2! for!1!hr.!Sections!were!rinsed!3x5!min! in!PBS!and!acetylated! for!30!min!(9.83! ml! H20;! 134! µl! triethanolamine;! 13! µl! HCl;! 19! µl! acetic! anhydride).! After!acetylation!the!sections!were!permeabilized!in!PBS!+!0.1%!Triton!XD100!for!1!hr!and!washed!3x5!min!in!PBS.!Prehybridization!in!hybridization!buffer!(50%!formamide;!5xSSC;!5xDenhardts;!250µg/ml!Baker’s!yeast!tRNA;!and!500!µg/ml!sheared!salmon!DNA)!was!performed!for!1!hr!at!37°C.!Approximately!500!ng!DIGDlabeled!antisense!
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probe! was! added! to! the! hybridization! buffer! and! the! sections! were! incubated!shaking!slowly!at!65°C!overnight.!On!day!2,!sections!were!washed!3!times!at!55°C!(5!min!in!5xSSC!and!2x15!min!in!0.2xSSC)!followed!by!a!5!min!wash!in!0.2xSSC!at!room!temperature.!The!sections!were!then!incubated!for!5!min!in!Buffer!1!(B1;!0.1M!Tris!pH! 7.5;! 0.15M! NaCl)! and! blocked! for! 1! hr! in! TNB! (B1! +! 0.5%! blocking! reagent;!Roche).! The! blocked! sections! were! incubated! with! primary! antibodies! diluted! in!TNB:!antiDdigoxigeninDPOD!Fab!fragments!(1:100;!Roche);!chicken!antiDGFP!(1:500;!Abcam)!and!rabbit!antiDTH!(1:500;!PelDFreeze),!and!incubated!overnight!at!4°C.!On!day!3,!sections!were!washed!3x5!min!in!TNT!(B1!+!0.05%!Tween),! incubated!with!Alexa!Fluor!conjugated!secondary!antibodies!against!chicken!and!rabbit!IgG!(1:500!in! TNB;! Invitrogen)! and! washed! again! 3x5! min! in! TNT.! The! FISH! signal! was! then!developed!for!10!min!using!the!TSA!Plus!Cy3!Fluorescence!System!(Perkin!Elmer)!and!the!sections!were!washed!3x5!min!in!TNT.!!
2.10(Optogenetic(stimulation!For!all!behavioral!assays!using!optogenetic!activation,!mice!received!blue!light!laser!stimulation! (473! nm,! OEM! Lasers/OptoEngine)! of! 10D15! mW! with! a! 10Dms! pulse!width! (see! text! for! frequency:! either! 10! or! 20! Hz! pulse! trains).! Stimulation!paradigms! were! programmed! into! an! arbitrary! waveform! generator! (Agilent!Technologies,!no.!33220A).!!
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Studies! were! performed! to! assess! reward/valence! (realDtime! place! preference,!conditioned!place!preference),!locomotion!(open!field!test),!and!feeding!(food!intake!assay).! Prior! to! behavioral! assays,! mice! were! handled! for! four! days! for!approximately! 5! min.! On! the! fourth! and! final! day! of! handling,! the! mice! were!tethered! to! the! fiber! optic! cable! and! allowed! to! freely! roam! their! home! cage! for!approximately!5!minutes.!
2.11.1( RealMtime( place( preference( (RTPP).! RTPP!was! assessed! using! an! online!stimulation!protocol!programmed!using!EthoVision!XT!9!(Noldus).!A!custom,! twoDcompartment!black!plastic!chamber!(50!cm!x!50!cm!x!25!cm)!with!a!~8!cm!opening!for! the!mouse!to!move! freely!between!compartments!was!used.!RTPP!was!run! for!20! min.! When! the! mice! enter! the! stimulationDpaired! chamber,! continuous!stimulation! is! delivered! to! the! animal! (frequency! is! defined! in! the! text).! The!difference! score! (DS)! was! calculated! as! time! spent! in! the! stimulationDpaired!chamber!minus!time!spent!in!the!nonDstimulationDpaired!chamber.!
2.11.2(Conditioned(place(preference((CPP).!An!unbiased!CPP!paradigm!was!used!as!previously!described!(Koo!et!al.,!2012;!Lobo!et!al.,!2010).!Mice!were!evaluated!for!GRP!or!GRP/cocaine!CPP! in! a!3Dchamber!CPP!box!using!Med!Associates! software.!The!box!consisted!of!a!smaller!middle!chamber!(12!cm!width!×!15!cm!length!×!33!cm!height)!and!two!conditioning!larger!chambers!(24.5!cm!width!×!15!cm!length!×!33! cm! height)! with! different! contextual! clues! including! a! gray! verses! stripe!chamber,!different!floor!mesh,!and!different!lighting.!On!day!1,!mice!were!placed!in!the! CPP! box! for! 20! min! to! ensure! no! chamber! bias.! One! week! later,! mice! were!conditioned!to!one!chamber!for!30!min!in!the!morning!(saline)!and!to!the!opposite!
2.11 Behavioral studies
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chamber! in! the!afternoon! (0.125!or!0.50!μg/side!GRP;!5!or!10!mg/kg! cocaine,! ip)!over! two! days.! The! GRP! and! cocaine! dose!was! chosen! based! on! a! doseDresponse!analysis!of!GRP!CPP!in!the!current!study!and!of!cocaine!CPP!in!a!previous!study!(Koo!et!al.,!2012).!On!day!4,!the!CPP!test!day,!mice!were!allowed!to!freely!explore!all!three!chambers!for!20!min.!CPP!scores!represent!time!spent!in!the!paired!–!time!spent!in!the!unpaired!chamber.!
2.11.3( Open( field( test( (OFT).! Locomotor! function! was! assayed! over! a! 15! min!period!for!optogenetic!manipulations!and!a!20!min!period!for!genetic!lesion!studies.!For!optogenetic!OFT,!mice!were!placed!in!the!open!field!and!locomotor!function!was!measured!over!three!5Dmin!epochs!(Laser!Off,!Laser!On,!Laser!Off)!using!EthoVision!XT! 9.! During! the! Laser! On! epoch,!mice! received! constant! optogenetic! stimulation!(frequency!is!defined!in!the!text).!
2.11.4(Food(intake(assay.!The!food!intake!assay!was!performed!in!the!home!cage.!A!weigh!boat!containing!standard!mouse!chow!was!placed!in!the!corner!of!the!home!cage,!and!food!intake!was!measured!over!three!20Dmin!epochs!(Laser!Off,!Laser!On,!Laser! Off),! respectively.! During! the! Laser! On! epoch,! mice! received! constant!optogenetic! stimulation! (frequency! is! defined! in! the! text).! For! 5DHT! and! VGluT3!neuron!stimulation!studies,!mice!were!food!deprived!through!their!entire!previous!dark!cycle.!For!GABA!neuron!stimulation!studies,!mice!were!given!ad,libitum!access!to!food.!!!!
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2.12(Slice(electrophysiology!Mice!were!perfused!with!cold!artificial!cerebrospinal! fluid!(aCSF)!composed!of! (in!mM):!128 NaCl,!3 KCl,!1.25 NaH2PO4,!10 DDglucose,!24 NaHCO3,!2 CaCl2,!and!2 MgCl2!(oxygenated!with!95%!O2!and!5%!CO2,!pH!7.35,!295–305 mOsm).!Acute!brain!slices!containing!the!dorsal!raphe!or!ventral!tegmental!area!were!cut!using!a!microslicer!(DTKD1000,! Ted!Pella)! in! 95%!O2! and!5%!CO2!saturated! sucroseDaCSF,!which!was!derived!by!fully!replacing!NaCl!with!254 mM!sucrose.!Slices!were!maintained!in!the!holding! chamber! containing! aCSF! for! 1 h! at! 37°C.! Slices! were! transferred! into! a!recording!chamber!fitted!with!a!constant!flow!rate!of!aCSF!equilibrated!with!95/5%!O2/CO2!(2.5!ml/min)!maintained!at!35 °C.!Glass!recording!pipettes!were!filled!with!an! internal! solution! composed! of! (in! mM):! 115 potassium! gluconate,! 20 KCl,!1.5 MgCl2,! 10 phosphocreatine,! 10!HEPES,! 2 magnesium!ATP,! and! 0.5 GTP! (pH!7.2,!285 mOsm).!Neurons!were! identified! by! their! location! fluorescence.!WholeDcell! or!cellDattached! recordings! were! performed! to! record! neuronal! firing! activity!(Multiclamp!700B;!Molecular!Devices).!Optical!fibers!(Thor!Labs,!BFL37D200)!were!connected!using!an!FC/PC!adaptor!to!a!473Dnm!blue!laser!diode!(Crystal!Laser,!BCLD473D050DM),! and! a! stimulator! (Agilent! Technologies,! no.! 33220A)! was! used! to!generate! light! pulses.! Data! acquisition! was! collected! using! a! Digidata! 1440A!digitizer!and!pClamp!10.2!(Axon!Instruments).!For!electrophysiological!validation!of!cell!body!or!terminal!ChR2!activation!we!tested!stimulation!protocols!at!0,!10,!20,!30!and!40!Hz.!!!
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2.13(Data(analysis(and(statistics!Data!analysis!and!statistics!were!performed!using!a!number!of!modalities:!Matlab,!R,!Microsoft! Excel,! Graphpad! Prism,! and!Noldus! EthoVision! XT! 9.! RNADseq! data!was!processed! offline! in! Matlab! R,! and! Excel.! Comparative! analysis! was! performed!between! mesolimbic! and! nigrostriatal! dopamine! neurons! using! post, hoc! 2Dway!ANOVA! to! evaluate! expression! level! differences! in! the! immunoprecipitations.!Taqman! analyses! were! performed! using! Excel! and! Prism.! All! Taqman! values!obtained! were! normalized! to! ribosomal! protein! Rpl23.! FoldDenrichments! were!obtained!by!dividing!the!IP!RNA!value!for!each!gene!by!the!Input/Total!RNA!value!(IP/Input).!All!behavioral!data!were!analyzed!using!Excel,!Prism,!and!EthoVision!XT!9.! Animal! tracking! was! implemented! through! EthoVision,! while! offline! analyses!were!performed!to!quantitate!behavioral!data.!To!assess!the!effect!of!behavior!as!a!function! of! stimulation! epoch! (for! feeding! and! locomotion),! a! 2Dway! ANOVA!was!used.!To!assess!the!effect!of!stimulation!on!valence!(in!the!RTPP!assay),!an!unpaired!Student’s! tDtest! was! performed! to! compare! the! two! treatments! (Control! vs.!Cre+:ChR2).!!!!!!!!
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CHAPTER(3:(DORSAL(RAPHE(CONTROL(OF(INNATE(BEHAVIORS!
3.1(DRN(5MHT)(neurons(do(not(acutely(affect(survivalMrelated(function(The!dorsal!raphe!nucleus!(DRN)!has!been!implicated!in!a!number!of!survivalDrelated!behaviors! (Heisler! et! al.,! 2006;! Warden! et! al.,! 2012).! To! directly! assess! the!contribution! of! serotonin! (5DHT)! to! the! functional! output! of! the! dorsal! raphe,!we!asked!whether!acute!manipulation!of!DRN!5DHT!neurons!could! influence!survivalDrelated! function.! To! acutely! manipulate! serotonin! neuron! activity,! we! selectively!transduced! DRN! 5DHT! neurons! with! a! CreDdependent! AAV! expressing! a!ChannelrhodopsinD2/enhanced! yellow! fluorescent! protein! fusion! (AAVDDIODChR2DEYFP)! in! ePetDCre! transgenic! mice! (Figure! 3.1A),! which! selectively! express! the!enzyme! Cre! recombinase! in! raphe! serotonin! neurons! (Scott! et! al.,! 2005).! In, vitro!recordings! demonstrated! that! DRN(5DHT)! neurons! can! follow! 10! Hz! spike! trains!with! high! fidelity! (Figure! 3.1B).! We! first! assessed! the! effect! of! optogenetic!stimulation!on!general!locomotor!function,!as!previous!reports!have!suggested!that!the!raphe!may!play!a!role!in!arousal!and!locomotionDrelated!behaviors!(Jacobs!and!Fornal,!1993;!Waterhouse!et!al.,!2004).!Using!an!open!field!test!(OFT),!we!found!no!observable!effect!on!mouse!velocity!(Figure!3.1C).!Previous!work!has!also!suggested!that!serotonin!plays!a!critical!role!in!food!intake!(Heisler!et!al.,!2006).!Surprisingly,!when!we!acutely!manipulated!DRN(5DHT)!neurons,!we!found!no!overall!acute!effect!on!food!intake!(Figure!3.1D).!This!does!not,!however,!preclude!the!likely!possibility!that!DRN(5DHT)!neurons!are!controlling!food!intake!over!longer!time!scales!(Heisler!et!al.,!2006).!!
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Figure( 3.1.( Dorsal( Raphe( Nucleus( 5MHT( Neurons( Do( Not( Acutely( Modify(
SurvivalMRelated( Behaviors.! (A)! AAVDEF1aDDIODChR2DEYFP! is! injected! into! the!dorsal! raphe! nucleus! of! ePetDCre! transgenic! mice! and! an! optical! fiber! is! placed!above!the!DRN.!(B)!FrequencyDdependent!stimulus!response!(left)!and!sample!cellDattached!trace!(right)!of!DRN(5DHT)!neurons!in!response!to!optical!stimulation.!(C)!DRN(5DHT)!neurons!do!not!acutely!alter!locomotion.!(D)!DRN(5DHT)!neurons!do!not!acutely! effect! feeding! behavior! after! starvation.! (E)! Stimulation! of! DRN(5DHT)!neurons!is!not!rewarding.!All!data!are!displayed!as!mean!±!SEM.!n.s.,!not!significant.!!!
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Neurons( and( Acutely( Modulate( SurvivalMRelated( Behaviors.! (A)! Serotonin!marker!gene!ePet!is!enriched!in!DRN(VGluT3)!neurons!but!not!DRN(Vgat)!neurons.!(B)!AAVDEF1aDDIODChR2DEYFP!is! injected!into!the!dorsal!raphe!nucleus!of!VGluT3DIRESDCre!knockDin!mice!and!an!optical!fiber!is!placed!above!the!DRN.!(C)!FrequencyDdependent! stimulus! response! (top)! and! sample! cellDattached! trace! (bottom)! of!DRN(VGluT3)!neurons!in!response!to!optical!stimulation!in,vitro.!(D)!Stimulation!of!DRN(VGluT3)! neurons! induces! locomotor! activity.! (E)! DRN(VGluT3)! neurons!suppress! food! intake! after! starvation.! (F)! Stimulation! of! DRN(VGluT3)! neurons! is!rewarding.! (G)! Schema! for! stimulation! of!DRN(VGluT3)! neurons! projecting! to! the!ventral! tegmental! area.! (H)!Excitatory!postsynaptic! currents! (ePSCs)! evoked! from!electrophysiologically! identified! VTA! dopamine! neurons! during! stimulation! of!DRN(VGluT3)!projections.! (I)! Increased! locomotor!activity!after! stimulation!of! the!projections.! (J)! Stimulation! of! DRN(VGluT3)! projections! to! VTA! elicits! rewardDrelated!behavior.!All!data!are!displayed!as!mean!±!SEM.!*p!<!0.05,!**p!<!0.01,!****p!<!0.0001.!
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As! with! DRN(5DHT)! neurons,! we! injected! the! dorsal! raphe! with! AAVDDIODChR2DEYFP,!but!in!this!case!utilizing!VGluT3DIRESDCre!knockDin!mice!(Figure!3.2B).!These!neurons!were!also!able!to!follow!10!Hz!spike!trains!with!high!fidelity!(Figure!3.2C).!However,! when! we! tested! DRN(VGluT3)! neurons! for! their! effect! on! locomotor!function,!we!found!that!their!stimulation!significantly!enhances!locomotion!(Figure!3.2D).! Furthermore,! stimulation! of! these! neurons! acutely! suppresses! food! intake!(Figure! 3.2E).! Previous! work! has! also! suggested! that! stimulation! of! nonDserotonergic! neurons! in! the! DRN! is! rewarded! (McDevitt! et! al.,! 2014).! Consistent!with! these! observations,! we! found! that! stimulation! of! DRN(VGluT3)! neurons! is!appetitive! (Figure! 3.2F).! Together,! these! data! suggest! a! critical! role! for!DRN(VGluT3)!neurons!in!rapidly!modifying!survivalDrelated!functions.!To!identify!a!potential! circuit! mechanism! for! these! effects,! we! turned! our! focus! to! the! ventral!tegmental!area!(VTA),!which!receives!significant!input!from!DRN!nonD5DHT!neurons!(McDevitt!et!al.,!2014).!!To!test!the!behavioral!effect!of!the!DRN(VGluT3)! !VTA!projection,!we!injected!CreDdependent!ChR2!in!the!DRN!of!VGluT3DIRESDCre!mice,!followed!by!implantation!of!a!fiber! optic! unilaterally! over! the! VTA! (Figure! 3.2G).! Stimulation! of! this! projection!was!able!to!elicit!spike!trains!and!ePSCs!in!putative!VTA!dopamine!neurons!(Figure!3.2H).!When!we!assayed!for!the!effect!of!this!projection!on!locomotion,!we!found!a!small! but! significant! increase! in! locomotor! function! (Figure! 3.2I).! DRN(VGluT3)!neurons!are!known!to!significantly!collateralize!(Gagnon!and!Parent,!2014),!so!it!is!possible!that!stimulation!of!this!projection!led!to!antidromic!activation!of!a!separate!
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motorDrelated! structure! (Jennings! et! al.,! 2013).! Additionally,! to! confirm! that! this!projection! plays! a! critical! role! in! modulating! rewardDrelated! behaviors! (Qi! et! al.,!2014),!we!found!that!stimulation!of!this!projection!was!able!to!elicit!realDtime!place!preference!for!the!stimulationDpaired!chamber!(Figure!3.2J;!McDevitt!et!al.,!2014;!Qi!et! al.,! 2014).! These! data! suggest! a! downstream! mechanism! through! which!DRN(VGluT3)!neurons!rapidly!modify!locomotor!and!rewardDrelated!behaviors.!!




Figure( 3.3.( Dorsal( Raphe( Nucleus( GABA( Neurons( Represent( a( Unique(
Population( Within( the( DRN( that( Acutely( Modulates( SurvivalMRelated(
Behaviors.! (A)! Vgat! mRNA! is! depleted! from! both! 5DHT! and! VGluT3! neural!populations!within!the!DRN,!suggesting!that!it!represents!a!unique!population.!(B)!AAVDEF1aDDIODChR2DEYFP! is! injected! into! the! dorsal! raphe! nucleus! of! VgatDIRESDCre! knockDin! mice! and! an! optical! fiber! is! placed! above! the! DRN.! (C)! FrequencyDdependent! stimulus! response! (top)! and! sample! cellDattached! trace! at! 20! Hz!(bottom)! of! DRN(Vgat)! neurons! in! response! to! optical! stimulation! in, vitro.! (D)!Stimulation! of! DRN(Vgat)! neurons! induces! a! realDtime! place! preference.! (E)!DRN(Vgat)!neurons!do!not!alter!locomotion.!(F)!Stimulation!of!DRN(Vgat)!neurons!elicits! robust! food! intake!when!mice! are! fed!ab, libitum.! All! data! are! displayed! as!mean!±!SEM.!*p!<!0.05,!**p!<!0.01.!!!!!
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We! utilized! VgatDIRESDCre! mice! to! selectively! express! ChR2! within! DRN(GABA)!neurons! (Figure! 3.3B).! Additionally,! these! neurons! were! able! to! robustly! follow!spike! trains!at!10!and!20!Hz! (Figure!3.3C).!We! first! confirmed! that! these!neurons!can! influence! rewardDrelated! behaviors! through! RTPP! (McDevitt! et! al.,! 2014),!finding! that! 10!Hz! stimulation! of! these! neurons! is! sufficient! to! elicit! a! rewarding!effect,! despite! the! high! basal! firing! rate! of! these! neurons! (Figure! 3.3D).!We! then!investigated!the!role!of!these!neurons!in!modifying!locomotor!function.!Stimulation!of! these!neurons!at!10!Hz!had!no!effect!on! locomotion!(Figure!3.3E).!Additionally,!we! found! that! higher! frequency! stimulation! (20! Hz)! had! no! effect! on! locomotor!function! (data! not! shown).!We! then! set! out! to! see! if! these! neurons! could!modify!feedingDrelated!behaviors.!!Previous! work! has! suggested! that! the! DRN/vlPAG! receives! inputs! from! the!paraventricular! hypothalamic! nucleus! (PVH)! that! can! elicit! robust! food! intake!(Stachniak! et! al.,! 2014).! In! stimulating! DRN(GABA)! neurons! at! a! lower! frequency!(10!Hz),!we!found!no!effect!on!food!intake!(data!not!shown);!however,!at!a!higher!stimulation! frequency!of!20!Hz,!we! found!that!stimulation!of!DRN(GABA)!neurons!could! robustly! elicit! food! intake! on! a! rapid! timescale! (20! minutes;! Figure! 3.3F).!Taken!together!with!previously!published!data!on!the!PVHDDRN/vlPAG!projection,!this!work!suggests!a!potential!GABADGABA!synapse!in!the!DRN!that!rapidly!controls!food!intake.!!
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This!work! suggests! a!novel! circuitDlevel! and! cellDtypeDspecific!mechanism! through!which! different! populations! of! dorsal! raphe! neurons! can! modify! survivalDrelated!behaviors.!Further!work!will!focus!on!identifying!the!downstream!targets!of!each!of!these! cell! types! to! determine! how! each! population! controls! different! aspects! of!behavior.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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CHAPTER(4:(RAPID(MOLECULAR(PROFILING(WITH(VIRUSES!!
4.1(Development(of(viruses(capable(of(rapid(molecular(profiling(Molecular! profiling! in! the! brain! is! exceptionally! difficult.! Unlike! many! peripheral!organs! and! organ! systems,! separating! individual! neurons! from! one! another! is!laborious! work! that! often! results! in! lowDquality! sample! output.! An! alternative!solution! to! this! problem! was! developed! by! directly! accessing! translating! mRNAs!from! cell! types! expressing! a! principal! marker! gene.! This! technology,! termed!translating! ribosome! affinity! purification! (TRAP,!Doyle! et! al.,! 2008;!Heiman! et! al.,!2008)!enabled!cellDtypeDspecific!access!to!neuronal!ribosomes!through!driving!cellDspecific! expression!of!EGFP!NDterminally! fused! to! large! ribosomal! subunit!protein!RPL10a! (hereafter! GFPL10,! Heiman! et! al.,! 2008).! The! original! implementation! of!this! approach! drove! the! cellDspecific! expression! of! GFPL10! utilizing! BAC!transgenesis!(bacTRAP,!Heiman!et!al.,!2008).!While!effective,!this!technique!is!rather!slow,!requiring!the!generation!of!new!BAC!transgenic!mouse!lines!for!each!new!cell!type! to! be! profiled.!We! set! out! to! simplify! and! expedite! this! approach! using! viral!methodologies.!
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!!!
Figure(4.1.( vTRAP(Concept( and(Demonstration(of( Expression( and(Functional(
Integration( of( GFPL10.! (A)! AAVDFLEXDGFPL10! is! activated! solely! when! in! the!presence!of!the!enzyme!Cre!recombinase.!(B)!Molecular!schema!of!a!GFP!IP,!which!results! in! immunopurification!of! translating!mRNAs! from!CreDexpressing!neurons.!(C)! Tissue! culture! studies! demonstrating! nucleolar! puncta! in! GFPL10Dexpressing!cells.! (D)! Polysome! fractionation,! demonstrating! integration! of! virallyDexpressed!GFPL10!into!neuronal!ribosomes.!
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Given! the! broad! availability! of! CreDdriver! lines,! FLEX’d!AAVs! (Atasoy! et! al.,! 2008)!expressing! a! CreDconditional! GFPL10! construct! would! serve! as! an! effective!technique! for!profiling!a,priori! geneticallyDdefined! cell! populations.!This! approach!also!adds!in!the!extra!dimension!of!anatomic!specificity,!rendering!the!approach!far!more!selective!for!given!anatomic!loci!(through!stereotaxic!injection),!as!compared!with! traditional! bacTRAP,! which! relies! on! crude! manual! dissection! by! hand.! A!schema!for!this!approach! is!depicted! in!Figure!4.1ADB.!We!then!performed! in,vitro!tissue! culture! studies! to! demonstrate! successful! CreDdependent! expression! of! the!GFPL10! construct.! CoDtransfection! of! the! CreDconditional! pAAVDFLEXDGFPL10!plasmid!with!a!plasmid!expressing!mycDtagged!Cre!recombinase!demonstrated!the!CreDdependent! (and! restricted)! expression! of! GFPL10! (Figure! 4.1C).! Of! note,! cells!that! are! DAPIDpositive! but! do! not! contain! Cre! are! also! negative! for! GFPL10!expression.! Additionally,! cells! expressing! GFPL10! have! notable! nucleolar! puncta,!indicative!of!ribosomal!integration!(Figure!4.1C;!Kriaucionis!and!Heintz,!2009).!!To!demonstrate!successful!integration!of!the!GFPL10!fusion!protein!in,vivo,!we!then!injected!Emx1DIRESDCre! transgenic!mice!with!AAVDFLEXDGFPL10! in! the!cortex!and!took!two!time!points,!1!and!4!weeks!postDinjection.!Given!the!expression!dynamics!of! AAVs,! which! often! take! 5D10! days! to! fully! express! (Kaspar! et! al.,! 2002),! we!expected! a! minimal! degree! of! expression! after! 1! week,! followed! by! a! robust!expression! 4! weeks! later.! In! line! with! this! hypothesis,! we! observed! a! limited!expression! of! GFPL10! after! 1! week,! as! demonstrated! with! staining! against! both!RPL10a,! as!well! as!GFP! (Figure! 4.1D).! After! 4!weeks,!we! observed!persistent! and!
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enhanced! expression! of! the! GFPL10! fusion! with! what! appears! to! be! significant!displacement! of! the! endogenous! copies! of! RPL10a! from! the! polysomal! fractions!(Figure! 4.1D).! Together,! these! data! display! a! timeDdependent! dynamic! of! GFPL10!expression!and!subsequent!integration!into!polysomes.!We!thus!set!out!to!perform!simultaneous!regionD!and!cellDtypeDspecific!molecular!profiling!studies.!!We! accomplished! this! aim! by! first! confirming! restricted! expression! of! AAVDFLEXDGFPL10! in! a! variety! of! different! CreDdriver! lines! representing! regions! from!throughout! the! brain,! such! as! the! cortex,! thalamus,! midbrain,! and! hypothalamus.!Indeed,! using! cortexD! and! thalamusDspecific! CreDdriver! lines,! we!were! able! to! see!expectedly!sparse!labeling!within!these!regions!(Figure!4.2A).!Furthermore,!in!these!lines! (and! as! with! the! prior! in, vitro! studies),! we! were! able! to! observe! nucleolar!puncta! (Figure! 4.2B)! suggesting! successful! integration! of! the! virallyDexpressed!construct! into! the! host! ribosomes.! We! then! injected! CreDdriver! lines! specific! for!dopaminergic!neurons!of! the!ventral! tegmental! area! (DATDIRESDCre),! serotonergic!neurons! of! the! dorsal! raphe! nucleus! (SERTDCre),! and!MCH! neurons! of! the! lateral!hypothalamus! (PmchDCre).! We! then! performed! IHC,! confirming! cellDtypeDspecific!expression! of! the! GFPL10! fusion! protein! within! each! of! these! cell! types! (Figure!4.2C).!!
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!!
Figure( 4.2.( Testing( of( AAVMFLEXMGFPL10( in( Multiple( CreMdriver( Lines.! (A)!Immunostaining!of!sparse!GFPL10!staining!in!CreDdriver!lines!specific!to!cortex!(1)!and! thalamus! (2).! (B)! Apparent! nucleolar! puncta! are! observed! in! neurons!expressing! GFPL10,! suggesting! ribosomal! integration! of! the! fusion! protein.! (C)!Expression!of!AAVDFLEXDGFPL10!in!CreDdriver!lines!representative!of!the!midbrain!and! hypothalamic! populations:! ventral! tegmental! area! dopamine! neurons! (DATDIRESDCre),! dorsal! raphe! nucleus! serotonin! neurons! (SERTDCre),! and! lateral!hypothalamic! MCH! neurons! (PmchDCre).! (D)! Enrichments! for! dopaminergic! and!serotonergic!marker!genes!in!the!respective!populations.!(E)!Enrichments!for!MCH!neuron! marker! genes,! with! concomitant! depletion! of! nonDMCH! neuron! marker!genes.!Scale!bars,!200!µm!for!low!magnification!of!cortex!and!thalamus,!50!µm!for!high!magnification!of!cortex,!and!100!µm!for!images!of!VTA,!DRN,!and!LH.!
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To!molecularly!profile!each!of!these!cell!types,!we!performed!immunoprecipitations!(IPs)!from!the!CreDdriver!mice!injected!with!AAVDFLEXDGFPL10,!hypothesizing!that!three!weeks!postDinfection!was!sufficient! time!to!observe!substantial!enrichments.!We!first!focused!on!two!wellDcharacterized!populations!of!neurons,!with!a!number!of! unique!marker! genes:! ventral! tegmental! area! (VTA)!dopamine! (DA)! and!dorsal!raphe! nucleus! (DRN)! serotonin! (5DHT)! neurons.! After! performing! IPs! from! these!two!regions,!we!observed!substantial!RNA!yields!(average!of!>!9!ng!total!yield!per!IP,! data! not! shown),! suggesting! successful! incorporation! of! GFPL10! into! the!translating! ribosome! in!each!of! these! cellDtypes.!We! then!assessed!enrichment! for!control!marker!genes:!positive!control!Gfp! (from!Gfp6Rpl10a!mRNA),!which!should!have!expression!restricted!to!only!CreDpositive,!AAVDinfected!neurons,!and!negative!control! glial! genes! Gfap,! Mal,! and! Mbp.! In! both! cases,! we! observed! significant!enrichment!for!Gfp!(10Dfold!for!VTA,!27.3Dfold!for!DRN;!p!<!0.01),!while!depleting!for!all!three!tested!glial!genes!(data!not!shown),!demonstrating!that!the!current!method!has!a!sufficient!dynamic!range!to!detect!cellDtype!marker!genes.!We!then!compared!cell!type!marker!gene!enrichment!between!VTA!DA!and!DRN!5DHT!neurons.!!
4.2(Molecular(profiling(of(midbrain(monoaminergic(cell(types(The!ventral! tegmental!area!plays!an! important!role! in!reward!processing!(Schultz,!1998),!as!well!as! in!mood!disorders!and!addiction!(Russo!and!Nestler,!2013),!and!the!dorsal!raphe!has!also!been!implicated!in!a!variety!of!mood!disorders,!due!to!its!association! with! the! neurotransmitter! serotonin.! Indeed,! the! DRN! has! been!implicated!in!the!response!to!stressor!controllability!(Amat!et!al.,!2005),!as!well!as!
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Hypothalamic( MCH( Neurons.! (A)! Histogram! displaying! normal! distribution! of!gene!enrichments!for!MCH!neurons.!(B)!Scatter!plot!displaying!input!versus!IP.!!!!!!!!
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4.3(Molecular(profiling(of(lateral(hypothalamic(MCH(neurons(We! then! set! out! to! profile! MCH! neurons! of! the! lateral! hypothalamus.! MelaninDconcentrating!hormone!neurons!comprise!a!significant!population!within!the!lateral!hypothalamus!(LH)!and!are!causally!implicated!in!feeding!behaviors!(Shimada!et!al.,!1998).!We! selected!MCH! neurons! for! comprehensive!molecular! profiling,! as! they!play!a!key!role!in!numerous!feedingD!and!sleepDrelated!behaviors!(Jego!et!al.,!2013;!Shimada! et! al.,! 1998),! yet! there! is! surprisingly! little! known! about! their!molecular!composition.!Additionally,! these!neurons! comprise! a! sparse!population!within! the!LH,!which!would!test!the!sensitivity!and!specificity!of!the!current!viral!approach!to!translational!profiling.!We!profiled!these!neurons,!finding!significant!enrichment!for!cellDtype!marker!Pmch! (77.7Dfold,!p!<!0.01),! as!well! as!Cartpt! (15.3Dfold,!p!<!0.01)!and! Tacr3! (12.1Dfold,! p! <! 0.05)! (Figure! 4.2E),! two! other! genes! which! are! coDexpressed! in!MCH!neurons! (Croizier!et!al.,!2010;!Knight!et!al.,!2012).! Importantly,!when! we! assessed! enrichment! of! Agrp,! a! marker! for! the! arcuate! nucleus,! we!observed!significant!depletion!(2.4Dfold,!p!<!0.05).!After!enriching! for!known!MCH!cellDtype!marker! genes,! we! then! set! out! to! profile! these! neurons! in! an! unbiased,!highDthroughput!fashion.!!To!profile!LH!MCH!neurons,!we!performed!highDthroughput!RNA!sequencing!(RNADseq;! Figure! 4.3A).! The! data! are! also! displayed! as! a! scatter! plot! to! represent! the!individual! normalized! mapped! reads! for! both! the! Input! and! IP! samples! (Figure!4.3B).!Notably,! the!most! significantly! enriched!gene! in! the!entire!data! set! is!Pmch!(99Dfold).!Additionally,!Cartpt!(23.7Dfold)!and!Tacr3!(8.2Dfold)!are!in!the!top!20!most!
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significantly!enriched!genes! in! the!entire!data! set.!The!ability! to!maximally!enrich!for!these!control!transcripts!is!essential,!and!this!unbiased!metric!demonstrates!the!specificity! of! vTRAP.! Furthermore,! in! recent! work! utilizing! the! RetroDTRAP!methodology! (Ekstrand! et! al.,! 2014),! we! identified! a! number! of! transcripts! as!enriched! in! projections! from! the! midbrain! and! hypothalamus! to! the! nucleus!accumbens! (NAc);! however,! for!many!of! the!marker! genes,!we!did!not! attempt! to!colocalize! gene! expression,!making! us! unsure! of! the! anatomic! localization! or! cellDtype!responsible!for!the!observed!enrichment.!!In!the!current!RNADseq!study,!we’ve!identified!a!number!of!novel!marker!genes!that!are! putatively! expressed! in! MCH! neurons.! By! identifying! transcripts! that! are!enriched! in! both! the! current! data! set! (MCH! neurons)! and! that! of!midbrain/hypothalamic!projections!to!NAc,!we!can!begin!to!assign!cellDtypeDspecific!information! to! connectivity! data! observed! with! RetroDTRAP.! A! number! of!transcripts!are!enriched!in!both!data!sets,!such!as!Ache!(6.2Dfold),!Crhbp!(6.9Dfold),!
Dmrtb1! (12.2Dfold),!Grin1! (5Dfold,!and!Mup6! (77.1Dfold)!(all!genes!q!<!0.05! in!both!data!sets,!data!not!shown).!Thus,! this!work!has!enabled!us! to!cellDtypeDspecifically!assign! the! origin! of! transcript! enrichment! for! a! number! of! genes! in! neurons!projecting!to!the!nucleus!accumbens,!a!major!projection!target!of!LH!MCH!neurons!(Haemmerle!et!al.,!2015).!Taken!together,!these!data!suggest!that!we!can!utilize!the!intersection! of! RetroDTRAP! and! vTRAP! studies! to! comprehensively! profile! neural!circuitry!in!a!projectionD!and!cellDtypeDspecific!fashion.!
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The! above! studies! utilizing! vTRAP! enabled! molecular! profiling! of! two! principal!monoaminergic!neurons,!as!well!as!highDthroughput!analysis!of!a!neuromodulatory!neural!population,!MCH!neurons!of! the! lateral!hypothalamus.! In! the! latter! case,! in!tandem!with!results!previously!published!by!our!group!(Ekstrand!et!al.,!2014),!we!were! able! to! identify! transcripts! specific! to! MCH! neurons! of! the! lateral!hypothalamus,! that! also!happen! to!project! to! the!nucleus! accumbens.!While! these!studies!were!rather!successful!in!cellDtypeDspecific!transcript!enrichment,!we!asked!whether!we!could!extend!the!dynamic!range!of!our!enrichment!profiles!through!the!generation!of!a!tighter!CreDdependent!molecular!switch.!!







Introvert! technology! is!based!on! the!FLEX!construct,! though!when!combined!with!intron!sequences!can!enable!the!CreDdependent!expression!of!a! fusion!protein!due!to!splicing!(see!also!Fenno!et!al.,!2014).!We!therefore!decoupled!expression!of!GFP!from!Rpl10a!expression!in!the!absence!of!Cre!recombinase;!only!in!the!presence!of!Cre!would! GFP! be! able! to! be! expressed! as! a! fusion,! epitopeDtagging! RPL10A! (for!schema,!see!Figure!4.4A).!Briefly,!this!sequence!was!synthesized!and!subcloned!into!pAAVDFLEXDGFPL10!to!generate!pAAVDIVDGFPL10.!When!we!tested!this!construct!in!HEK293T! cells,! GFP! expression! was! observed! selectively! in! the! presence! of! Cre!recombinase! coDtransfection! (Figure! 4.4B).! Furthermore,! when! we! assayed! for!‘inactivated’! and! ‘activated’! forms! of! Introverted! GFPL10! DNA,! we! observed! the!inactivated!variant!in!both!treatments,!while!the!activated!variant!was!only!detected!in! the! CreDcontaining! treatment! (Figure! 4.4C).! These! observations! were! then!confirmed! with! quantitative! PCR,! at! the! level! of! DNA! (Figure! 4.4D)! and! mRNA!(Figure! 4.4E).! After! observation! of! successful! recombination! and! concomitant!expression! of! GFPL10! protein,! pAAVDIVDGFPL10! was! packaged! into! an! AAV,!serotype!5.!!To! test! the! dynamic! range! of! AAVDIntrovertDGFPL10,! we! injected! the! virus! into!PmchDCre! transgenic! mice! (Figure! 4.4F)! exactly! as! above,! and! assayed! for!enrichment! of! MCH! neuron! marker! genes.! As! expected,! all! marker! genes! were!significantly!enriched:!Pmch!(102.5Dfold,!p!<!0.001),!Cartpt!(29.9Dfold,!p!<!0.01),!and!
Tacr3! (18.4Dfold,! p! <! 0.05)! (Figure! 4.4G).! Importantly,! in! comparing! overall!expression! trends! between! the! data! sets! generated! by! ‘FLEXed’! and! ‘Introverted’!
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The! data! presented! above! suggest! that! Introvert! represents! a! significant!improvement!over!the!currently!utilized!FLEX!technology.!To!confirm!these!results!in! a! highDthroughput,! unbiased! fashion,! we! performed! RNADseq! on! the! Introvert!data! set! for! a! comparison! between! IntrovertD! and! FLEXDbased! translational!profiling.! Upon! sequencing,! we! assessed! the! total! number! of! qDvalue! significant!genes! detected! (FLEX:! 2160,! Introvert:! 2954;! Figure! 4.5A).! We! also! used! an!unbiased!metric!for!robust!measures!of!scale,!the!median!absolute!deviation!(MAD),!which! was! also! greater! in! the! Introvert! treatment! (Figure! 4.5B),! suggesting! that!Introvert!has!a!superior!dynamic!range!to!FLEXDbased!vTRAP.!
(To!confirm!the!superior!dynamic!range!of!IntrovertDbased!vTRAP,!we!then!looked!at!negative!control!glial!genes,!as!well!as!known!MCH!neuron!marker!genes!from!the!RNADseq!data!sets.!Glial!genes!Gfap!(1.5Dfold!versus!3.1Dfold,!p!<!0.0001),!Mal!(2.2Dfold!versus!3.2Dfold,!p!<!0.05),!and!Mbp!(4.3Dfold!versus!9.7Dfold,!p!<!0.0001)!were!all!significantly!more!depleted! in! the! Introvert! treatments!(Figure!4.5C).!Additionally,!all! MCH! neuron! marker! genes! (Pmch,! p! <! 0.001;! Cartpt,! p! <! 0.0001;! Tacr3,! p! <!0.0001)! were! significantly! more! enriched! using! IntrovertDbased! vTRAP! (Figure!4.5DDF).! Taken! together,! these! data! demonstrate! that! IntrovertDbased! vTRAP!improves!dynamic!range!by!both!increasing!enrichment!of!cellDtype!marker!genes,!while! reducing! enrichment! (increasing! depletion)! for! negative! control! marker!genes.! Thus,! Introvert! represents! a! step! forward! in! reducing! CreDindependent!background!generated!by!FLEX/DIODbased!constructs.!!!
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CHAPTER(5:(PROJECTIONMSPECIFIC(MOLECULAR(PROFILING!!
5.1(Outline(of(the(RetroMTRAP(approach(RetroDTRAP! (whether! solely! projectionDspecific! or! also! simultaneously! cellDtypeDspecific)! utilizes! a! twoDcomponent! GFPDNanobody! system! (discussed! further!below).!An!outline!of!the!schema!for!successful!RetroDTRAP!studies!including!timing!of!injections!and!immunoprecipitations!is!displayed!in!Figure!5.1.!!
5.2(Generation(of(SYNMNBL10(transgenic(mice!GFP! is! commonly!used! to!visualize! restricted!subsets!of!neurons!within! the!brain,!but!means! for!directly!profiling! these!neurons!are! limited! (Sugino!et!al.,!2006).! In!order! to! profile! neurons! expressing!GFP,!we! first! set! out! to! tag! ribosomes!with! a!camelid! nanobody! raised! against! GFP! (Figure! 5.2A).! Previous! work! has!demonstrated!that!it!is!possible!to!create!NDterminal!fusions!of!the!large!ribosomal!subunit! protein!Rpl10a!with! small! epitope! tags! such! as! GFP! that! do! not! interfere!with! ribosome! function! (Heiman! et! al.,! 2008).! We! thus! generated! a! transgenic!mouse! that!expresses!an!antiDGFP!nanobody! fused! to! the!N! terminus!of!ribosomal!subunit! protein! Rpl10a! (NBL10)! under! the! control! of! the! neuronDspecific! human!synapsin!promoter! (hereafter! SYNDNBL10).! In! addition,!we!engineered! the!NBL10!fusion!protein!with!an!HA!tag,!allowing!us!to!visualize!the!sites!of!expression!using!immunohistochemistry!(Figure!5.2B).!!!!!!
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Figure(5.2.!NeuronMSpecific(Expression(of(a(NanobodyML10(Fusion(Protein.!(A)!Heterologous! expression! of! an! antiDGFP! camelid! nanobody! fused! to! a! ribosomal!protein! allows! for! immunoprecipitation! of! translating! mRNAs! in! the! presence! of!GFP.! (B)! Transgene! used! to! generate! SYNDNBL10! mice.! A! neuronDspecific! human!synapsin!promoter! (SYN)!drives! the! expression!of! an!HADtagged!antiDGFP! camelid!VHH! domain! (nanobody)! fused! to! ribosomal! protein! L10a.! (C)! Colocalization!between! HADtagged! NBL10! (green)! and! neuronal! marker! NeuN! (red)! in! various!brain! regions.! Dentate! gyrus! merge! also! displays! Hoechst! staining! to! show! the!presence! of! HAD/NeuND! glial! cellDtypes! (white! arrows).! Scale! bars,! 500! µm! for!amygdala!and!hippocampus,!250!µm!for!visual!cortex,!and!25!µm!for!dentate!gyrus.!!!!!!!
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Figure( 5.3.( Histology( for( SYNMNBL10( Mouse.! Cortex! (top! row)! and! lateral!hypothalamus! (bottom! row)! doubleDstained! for! NBL10! (green)! and! NeuN! (red).!White!arrow!indicates!a!NBL10+/NeuND!cell.!Scale!bar,!50!μm.!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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5.3(NanobodyMtagged(ribosomes(can(be(precipitated(using(GFP!We! next! set! out! to! selectively! immunoprecipitate! (IP)! neuronal! ribosomes! from!SYNDNBL10!transgenic!mice!using!GFP.!Magnetic!beads!were!coated!with!antiDGFP!monoclonal!antibodies!that!bind!different!epitopes!on!GFP!than!the!one!recognized!by!the!nanobody.!We!then!compared!the!ability!of!beads!loaded!with!recombinant!GFP!versus!control!beads!to!immunoprecipitate!ribosomes!from!whole!brain!lysate!of! SYNDNBL10! transgenic! mice! (Figure! 5.4A).! In! our! immunoprecipitate,! we!obtained! yields! of! 2.0! ng/μl! RNA! for! GFPDloaded! beads! and! 0.004! ng/μl! RNA! for!control!beads!(p!<!0.01;!Figure!5.4B).!Similarly,!18S!and!28S!rRNA!peaks!were!only!detected! in! IPs! using! GFPDcoated! beads! demonstrating! that! GFP! is! required! for!immunoprecipitation! of! RNA! (Figure! 5.4C).( If! the! IP! is! specific! to! neuronal!ribosomes,!we!would!also!expect!to!substantially!deplete!for!glial!markers,!while!not!depleting!for!neuronal!markers!in!the!precipitated!RNA.!We!found!that!RNA!for!all!tested! glial!markers!were! indeed!depleted! in! the! IP! relative! to! total! (Input)!RNA:!




Figure( 5.4.( Optimization( of( Immunoprecipitation( for( GFP.! (A)! Schematic! of!immunoprecipitation!with! and!without! GFP.! (B)! Quantification! of! RNA! yield! after!immunoprecipitation! from! SYNDNBL10! mice! using! GFPDcoated! or! uncoated!magnetic!beads!(p!<!0.01).! (C)!Bioanalyzer! trace!of! immunoprecipitated!RNA!with!and!without!GFP.!FU,!fluorescence!units.!(D)!Taqman!analysis!of!neuronal!and!glial!marker! genes! in!RNA! immunoprecipitated!with! recombinant! GFP! (p! <! 0.0001! for!glial!markers).! (E)!Mixing!experiment! illustration.!CAVDGFP! is! injected! into!a!SYNDNBL10!(grey!background)!or!wildDtype!(white!background)!mouse.!Injected!brains!are! homogenized! together! with! a! nonDinjected! brain! of! the! complementary!genotype! to! assay! GFPDnanobody! binding! in! lysates! during! the! IP.! (F)! RNA! yield!after! immunoprecipitation! of!mixed! lysates!with!no! recombinant! nanobody! (rNB)!added! to! the! homogenization! buffer.! (G)! GFP! enrichment! in! IP! RNA! from! SYNDNBL10! mice! injected! with! CAVDGFP.! Data! is! plotted! as! GFP! foldDenrichment!(IP/Input)! against! buffer! rNB! concentration.! (H)! RNA! yield! after!immunoprecipitation!of!mixed! lysates!with!100!ng/ml! rNB! in! the!buffer.!Data!are!presented!as!mean!±!SEM.!!!!!!!!
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5.4(Selective(immunoprecipitation(of(ribosomes(bound(to(virallyMencoded(GFP!The!finding!that!GFP!can!be!used!to!immunoprecipitate!NBL10Ddecorated!ribosomes!suggested!that!this!approach!could!be!used!to!precipitate!ribosomes!after!infection!of! neurons!with! a! virus! expressing!GFP.! Canine! adenovirus! expressing!GFP! (CAVDGFP)! was! injected! bilaterally! into! the! nucleus! accumbens! (Figure! 5.5A),! and! the!region! surrounding! the! injection! site! was! dissected.! Immunohistological! staining!revealed! that! the! vast! majority! of! cells! that! were! infected! were! neurons! (Figure!5.5D).! We! then! lysed! tissue! from! the! infected! region! and! performed! a! GFP! IP.!Consistent!with!the!previous!data,!glial!markers!were!depleted:!Gfap!(11.1Dfold),!Mal!(14.8Dfold),! and!Mbp! (21.2Dfold).! In! addition,! Gfp! was! enriched! (11.5Dfold;! Figure!5.5BDC).!To! test! the!possibility! that!GFP!enrichment!might!be!artificially! increased!by!directly!pulling!down!the!nascent!translating!strand,!we!infected!Hepa!1D6!cells!with! CAVDGFP! (Figure! 5.5E)! and! performed! IPs.! In! this! case,!we!were! not! able! to!detect! any! RNA! in! our! IPs! (Figures! 5.5FDG),! demonstrating! that! nascent! strand!contamination! of! our! IPs! is! negligible.! Additionally,! we! observed! no! substantial!alterations! in! endogenous! gene! expression! relative! to!mock! infected! cells,! further!confirming!that!CAVDGFP!is!a!suitable!virus!for!translational!profiling!(Figure!5.5H).!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Figure( 5.5.( VirallyMTargeted( GFP( Expression( for( Translational( Profiling.! (A)!Schematic! for! bilateral! CAVDGFP! injections! into! the! striatum.! (B)! RNA! yield! from!Input! and! IP! of! striatum! on! a! Log10! scale.! (C)! FoldDenrichments! (IP/Input)! of!positive!control!Gfp,!and!glial!markers!on!a!Log2!scale.!(D)!Colocalization!between!CAVDGFP!(green)!and!NeuN!(red).!White!arrow! indicates!a!GFP+/NeuND!cell.! Scale!bar,! 50! μm.! (E)! Hepa! 1D6! cells! mock! infected! (top)! or! infected! with! CAVDGFP!(bottom).!(F!and!G)!Bioanalyzer!traces!of!Input!(F)!and!IP!(G)!RNA!with!and!without!CAVDGFP.!Input!RNA!diluted!1:100,!IP!RNA!undiluted.!(H)!TaqMan!analysis!on!Hepa!1D6!RNA! for!various!housekeeping!genes!and!cellDtype!markers.! **p!<!0.01,! ***p!<!0.001.(!
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However,! since! only! virallyDinfected! cells! should! express! GFP! mRNA,! we! had!expected! to! obtain! a! substantially! higher! enrichment! for! GFP! above! the! 11.5Dfold!that!was!observed.!We!thus!considered!the!possibility!that!Gfp!enrichment!might!be!lower! than! expected! due! to! viral! overexpression! of! GFP.! Excess! GFP!would! likely!have!a!high!stoichiometry!relative!to!the!NBL10!fusion!protein,!in!which!case!there!might!not!be!enough!nanobody!to!sequester!all!soluble!GFP!protein!in!infected!cells,!leading!to!GFP!spillover!in!the!lysate.!Spillover!would!potentially!cause!promiscuous!GFP!binding!to!free!NBL10Dlabeled!ribosomes!from!nearby!but!uninfected!neurons.!This!would,!in!turn,!lead!to!a!decrease!in!the!relative!amount!of!GFP!RNA!in!our!IPs!and!consequently!reduce!enrichment!of!GFP!RNA!as!well!as!other!mRNAs!expressed!in! the! infected! neurons.! We! addressed! this! possibility! by! designing! a! mixing!experiment!to!test!whether!GFP!spillover!was!a!significant!source!of!background.!!The!mixing!experiment!was!designed!to!assess!the!extent!to!which!excess!GFP!could!bind! to! nanobodyDtagged! ribosomes! after! tissue! homogenization.! In! a! first!experiment,!tissue!from!wild!type!(WT)!mice!infected!with!CAVDGFP!was!combined!with!tissue!from!uninfected!SYNDNBL10!transgenic!mice!and!homogenized!together!(hereafter!Group!B;!Figure!5.4E,!right).! If!RNA!was!precipitated!after!incubation!of!the! mixed! lysate! with! magnetic! beads! coated! with! antiDGFP! antibodies,! it! would!confirm! that! free! GFP! was! binding! to! nanobodyDlabeled! ribosomes! after! tissue!homogenization.! The! data!were! compared! to! that! in!which! tissue! from! CAVDGFPDinfected!SYNDNBL10!transgenic!mice!was!mixed!with!tissue!from!WT!mice!(Group!A;!Figure! 5.5E,! left).!We! found! that! equivalent! amounts! of! RNA!were! precipitated! in!
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Groups! A! and! B! thus! confirming! that! free! GFP! can! bind! to! nanobodyDlabeled!ribosomes! in! the! lysate! (Figure! 5.5F).! This! suggested! that! a! robust! experiment!would!require!the!elimination!of!this!binding.!!We! reasoned! that!by! adding! recombinant!nanobody! (rNB)! to! the! lysate,!we! could!sequester! free! GFP! and! render! it! unavailable! for! binding! to! the! NBL10! fusion!protein.! This! would! reduce! the! background! in! our! immunoprecipitate! and! thus!augment! GFP! enrichment.! To! test! this,! we! analyzed! the! foldDenrichment! for! GFP!RNA!in!immunoprecipitations!from!brains!of!CAVDGFPDinfected!SYNDNBL10!mice!in!the!presence!of!increasing!amounts!of!rNB!in!the!homogenization!buffer.!We!found!that! the! addition! of! rNB!markedly! increased! the! foldDenrichment! for! GFP! RNA! to!more! than! 41Dfold,! compared! to! the! previously! observed! 11.5Dfold! enrichment!without! the! addition! of! rNB! (Figure! 5.5G).! We! also! found! that! the! increased!enrichment!of!GFP!RNA!was!near!maximal!at!100!ng/ml!of!added!rNB!(Figure!5.5G).!!We!then!repeated!the!mixing!experiment!described!above,!now!adding!100!ng/ml!of!rNB! prior! to! tissue! homogenization.! In! this! case,! substantially! more! RNA! was!recovered! from!Group!A! (~14! ng/μl),! as! compared! to! Group!B! (1.7! ng/μl;! Figure!5.5H).! These! data! demonstrate! that! the! addition! of! 100! ng/ml! of! free! rNB! is!sufficient! to! reduce! promiscuous! binding! of! GFP! to! ribosomes! from! uninfected!neurons,! while! also! maximizing! the! enrichment! of! GFP.! Thus,! the! addition! of!recombinant! nanobody! prior! to! tissue! homogenization! greatly! improves! the!specificity!of!the!GFP!immunoprecipitation.!
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5.5(Translational(profiling(of(neurons(projecting(to(the(nucleus(accumbens!The! previous! experiments! demonstrated! that! we! are! able! to! immunoprecipitate!ribosomes! specifically! from! CAVDGFPDinfected! neurons! in! SYNDNBL10! transgenic!mice.!We!next!set!out!to!molecularly!profile!neurons!that!project!from!one!region!to!another!by!exploiting!the!retrograde!transport!of!CAVDGFP!from!nerve!terminals!to!soma.! This! virus! is! replicationDdeficient,! so! when! it! reaches! the! soma! of! the!presynaptic! neuron,! it! is! incapable! of! traversing! synapses! and!will! not! infect! any!other!upstream!neurons.!Thus!by! infecting!nerve! terminals!with!CAVDGFP! in!SYNDNBL10! transgenic!mice,! ribosomes! in! the! soma!will! be! labeled!with!GFP.!We!next!assessed!whether!we!could!isolate!ribosomes!and!mRNA!from!neurons!that!project!into!the!nucleus!accumbens!(NAc).!!The! nucleus! accumbens! integrates! inputs! from! diverse! regions! throughout! the!brain,!including!the!raphe!nuclei!in!the!brainstem,!the!medial!prefrontal!cortex,!and!hippocampus.! Additionally,! the! NAc! receives! heavy! input! from! dopaminergic!neurons! of! the! ventral! tegmental! area! (VTA),! as! well! as! inputs! from! melaninDconcentrating!hormone!(MCH)!neurons!of!the!lateral!hypothalamus!(LH;!Georgescu!et!al.,!2005).!These!populations!are!known!to!play!important!roles!in!rewardDrelated!behaviors!and!feeding,!respectively.!We!were!especially!interested!in!these!circuits!because! dysfunction! of! the! NAc! can! contribute! to! a! variety! of! disorders,! such! as!obesity,! addiction,! and! depression.! Importantly,! the! VTA! and! LH! inputs! are!anatomically!segregated!(i.e.!sufficiently!distant)!from!the!accumbens!shell,!making!it! possible! to! dissect! the! brain! regions! from!which! these! presynaptic! populations!
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Figure( 5.6.( ProjectionMSpecific( Translational( Profiling( After( CAVMGFP(
Injections( into( Nucleus( Accumbens.! (A)! CAVDGFP! injected! into! the! nucleus!accumbens!is!retrogradely!transported!to!brain!regions!that!send!projections!to!the!injection! site.! Only! projective! neurons!will! express! GFP,! as! the! virus! is! unable! to!replicate! or! cross! synapses.! Dashed! red! box! indicates! dissection! for!immunoprecipitation.! (B)! Infected!neurons!contain!GFP!mRNA!and!protein! (green!circles)! that! can! bind! nanobodyDtagged! (red)! ribosomes.! Interspersed! uninfected!cells!will!not!contain!GFP!mRNA!or!protein.!(C)!Sagittal! image!showing!retrograde!spread! of! CAVDGFP! through! the! hypothalamus! and! ventral! midbrain.! (D)!Colocalization! between! GFP! and! TH! in! the! ventral! midbrain.! (E)! Colocalization!between!GFP!and!MCH!in!the!lateral!hypothalamus.!White!arrows!indicate!doubleDpositive!cells.!(F)!qPCR!for!GFP!and!glial!transcripts!after!IP!(p!<!0.05!for!all!genes).!Data!is!expressed!as!foldDenrichment!(IP!RNA/Input!RNA).!(G!and!H)!qPCR!results!for!tyrosine!hydroxylase!(p!<!0.001)!and!proDmelaninDconcentrating!hormone!(p!<!0.05)!transcripts.!Scale!bars,!500!µm!in!(C),!250!µm!in!(D),!and!100!µm!in!(E).!qPCR!data!is!normalized!to!Rpl23!expression.!Data!are!presented!as!mean!±!SEM.!!!!!!
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Figure( 5.7.( Projections( to( the( Nucleus( Accumbens( Identified( by( CAVMGFP(
Retrograde( Tracing.!Various! loci! targeted!by!CAVDGFP! through! injection! into! the!nucleus!accumbens!shell.!Red!boxes! indicate! region!of! interest.!All! scale!bars,!250!μm.!!!!!!!!!!!
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5.6( Identification( of( marker( genes( for( neurons( projecting( to( the( nucleus(
accumbens!Dopaminergic!neurons!of!the!VTA!(Sesack!and!Grace,!2010)!and!MCH!neurons!of!the!LH! (Georgescu! et! al.,! 2005)! are! known! to! project! to! the! nucleus! accumbens.!However,!the!molecular!profile!of!the!specific!subsets!of!these!neurons!that!project!to! the! NAc! has! not! been! explored,! nor! have! markers! for! additional! neural!populations! that! project! to! this! region! been! systematically! identified.! To! address!this,!we!performed!highDthroughput!RNA!sequencing!(RNADseq)!on! the! IP!RNA,!as!well! as! on! the! Input! RNA! from! the!midbrain! and! hypothalamus! after! injection! of!CAVDGFP! into! the! NAc! of! SYNDNBL10!mice! (Figures! 5.8ADB).! The! total! number! of!mapped!reads!was!similar!between!the! Input!and!IP!RNA!samples.!Analysis!of! the!sequencing!data!showed!significant!enrichment!(IP/Input)!of!greater!than!100Dfold!for! GFP! (Figure! 5.8A),! suggesting! that! the! IP! was! highly! specific! for! CAVDGFPDinfected!neurons!that!project!from!the!dissected!region!to!the!NAc.!!We!plotted!the!IP!RNA!and!Input!RNA!FPKM!(Fragment!Per!Kilobase!of! transcript!per!Million!mapped!reads)!values!on!a!logDlog!scale!(Figure!5.8C).!The!top!75!genes!that!were!enriched!in!the!IP!RNA!samples!after!RNADseq!analysis!are!also!listed!in!Table!5.1.!As!seen!previously!with!qPCR,!RNADseq!data!showed!enrichment!for!Pmch!(6.9Dfold),!as!well!as!Tacr3!(6.5Dfold)!and!Cartpt!(5.1Dfold),!and!transcription!factors!
Foxa1!(5.7Dfold)!and!Foxa2!(4.9Dfold).!All!of!these!genes!have!been!reported!to!be!coDexpressed! in! MCH! neurons! (Croizier! et! al.,! 2010;! Knight! et! al.,! 2012;! Silva! et! al.,!2009).!!!
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Figure( 5.8.( Identification( of( Differentially( Expressed( Marker( Genes( by( RNAM
Seq.!(A)!RNADseq!analysis!of!total!reads!mapped!to!the!mouse!genome!(black)!and!EGFP! coding! sequence! (green)! plotted! on! a! linear! scale.! (B)!Histogram!display! of!number!of!differentially!enriched!genes!(IP/Input).!(C)!FPKM!GFP!IP!plotted!against!FPKM! Input! on! a! logDlog! scale.! Outer! lines! are! 2Dfold! enriched/depleted! genes.! A!subset! of! differentiallyDenriched! marker! genes! are! highlighted.! Red! dots! indicate!genes!that!are!significantly!different!(q!<!0.05)!in!Input!versus!IP.!Blue!dots!indicate!nonDsignificant!genes.(!
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Table(5.1.(Annotated(Enrichments(of(Top(75(Genes(as( Identified(by(RNAMSeq.(Table! is! sorted! by! foldDchange.! All! genes! listed! are! qDvalue! significant! (q! <! 0.05).!Genes!related!to!dopaminergic,!MCH,!and!hypocretin!neurons!are!highlighted.(!
Gene( FoldMchange( Note(Pdzk1! 59.3! !Theg! 16.8! !Alkbh6! 15.5! !Gkn1! 14.3! !
En1( 12.6( Dopamine(neuron(development(Sprr1a! 11.6! !
Th( 11.4( Dopamine(neurons(Thop1! 11.4! !Tmem207! 11.4! !Gtsf1! 11.3! !
Slc10a4( 10.8( Monoaminergic(and(cholinergic(neurons(Slc39a4! 10.4! !Cndp1! 10.3! !Nol3! 10.1! !Grp! 9.7! GastrinDreleasing!peptide!
Hcrt( 9.6( Hypocretin(neurons(Mup6! 9.2! !Cox6a1! 9.1! Mitochondrial!complex!IV!subunit!Pgls! 8.7! !
Slc6a3( 7.8( Dopamine(neurons(Hist3h2ba! 7.6! !Syt5! 7.4! !Rps4y2! 7.3! !Ntf3! 7.1! Neurotrophin!3!Ooep! 7.1! !
Pmch( 6.9( MCH(neurons(Mib2! 6.9! !Chrna6! 6.8! Nicotinic!cholinergic!receptor!subunit!Cisd1! 6.8! !Rln3! 6.6! Relaxin!3!neurons!
Tacr3( 6.5( MCH(neurons(Med28! 6.3! !Tpo! 6.2! !Ptpn20! 6.2! !Fam179a! 6.1! !Ntsr1! 6.1! Neurotensin!receptor!1!Gch1! 5.9! !Htr5b! 5.8! Serotonin!receptor!subunit!Eif1! 5.8! !Cldn26! 5.8! !Ccdc106! 5.8! !Uts2r! 5.7! Urotensin!receptor!2!Fam159b! 5.7! !
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Gene( FoldMchange( Note(
Foxa1( 5.7( MCH/Hypocretin(neurons(Hist1h4c! 5.6! !Bex2! 5.6! !Twist2! 5.6! !Lypla2! 5.6! !Uncx! 5.5! !Krt18! 5.5! !Cps1! 5.4! !Penk! 5.4! Preproenkephalin!
Sncb( 5.4( Synuclein((beta)(Wnt2! 5.3! !Mmp12! 5.3! !
Ddc( 5.2( Dopamine(neurons(
Nurr1( 5.2( Dopamine(neuron(development(Exoc3l! 5.2! !Zar1! 5.2! !Mrpl12! 5.1! Mitochondrial!ribosomal!protein!Gtf2h4! 5.1! !
Cartpt( 5.1( Pomc(and(MCH(neurons(Txnl4a! 5.1! !Aldh1a7! 5.1! !Dkkl1! 5.1! !Ntn1! 5.1! !Dmrtb1! 5.0! !Cox8a! 5.0! Mitochondrial!complex!IV!subunit!Plvap! 5.0! !Ndc80! 4.9! !









Similarly,!marker!genes!coDexpressed!with!Th!(11.4Dfold!enriched)!in!dopaminergic!neurons!of!the!ventral!midbrain!were!also!enriched!including,!Slc6a3!(7.8Dfold),!Ddc!(5.2Dfold),!and!Nurr1! (5.2Dfold),!as!well!as!αDsynuclein!(Snca,!4.9Dfold;!Mosharov!et!al.,! 2009).! These! genes!were! then! reDconfirmed!with! qPCR:! Slc6a3! (10.1Dfold,! p! <!0.05),!Ddc! (5.7Dfold,! p! <! 0.01),!Nurr1! (2.8Dfold,! p! <! 0.01),! and! Snca! (4.6Dfold,! p! <!0.01).! Another! subset! of! highlyDenriched! genes! not! commonly! associated! with!midbrain!dopamine!neurons,!such!as!Anxa1,!Calb2,!Chrna6,!Gch1,!Grp,!and!Slc10a4!were!further!analyzed!by!qPCR,!and!paired!with!their!Allen!Brain!Atlas!expression!profiles!(Figure!5.9A;(Lein!et!al.,!2007).!These!data!confirmed!their!expression!in!the!ventral! midbrain! and! further! validate! the! ability! of! this! approach! to! identify!transcripts!expressed!in!specific!subsets!of!projection!neurons.!!We! also! found! differential! expression! of! the! neurotensin! receptor! isoforms!Ntsr1!and! Ntsr2,! with! significant! enrichment! of!Ntsr1! (6.1Dfold)! and! depletion! of!Ntsr2!(7.4Dfold)!in!the!immunoprecipitated!RNA.!Ntsr1!has!been!shown!previously!to!play!an! important! role! in! signaling! from! the!LH! to! the!VTA!as!part! of! a! reward! circuit!(Kempadoo!et!al.,!2013).!The!expression!of!these!isoforms!was!confirmed!by!qPCR,!with!Ntsr1!enriched!5.4Dfold!(p!<!0.01)!and!Ntsr2!depleted!8.3Dfold!(p!<!0.05;!Figure!5.9C).! RNAs! for! numerous! additional! genes! were! significantly! enriched! in! the! IP!RNA!and!many!of! these!genes!are! likely! to!be!markers! for!populations!of!neurons!projecting!to!the!NAc!(Figure!5.9B).!Importantly,!when!we!tested!the!effect!of!CAVDGFP!infection!on!expression!of!a!subset!of!identified!marker!genes!in!tissue!culture,!no!substantial!alterations!were!observed!(Figure!5.9D).!
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5.7(Identification(of(novel(projection(markers!In!our!analysis!of!the!RNADseq!data,!we!observed!that!a!subclass!of!S100A!genes!(7!out! of! 8)! were! substantially! depleted! from! our! immunoprecipitation.! However,!
S100a10!was!significantly!enriched!(2.1Dfold;!Figure!5.10A),!and!this!was!confirmed!by!qPCR!(2.1Dfold,!p!<!0.01;!Figure!5.10B).!S100a10!expression!was!not!significantly!altered! by! infection!with! CAVDGFP! in,vitro! (Figure! 5.9D).! S100a10,! also! known! as!p11,!is!known!to!interact!with!serotonin!receptors!and!has!been!causally!implicated!in!depressive!disorders!(Svenningsson!et!al.,!2006).!Indeed,!p11Dcontaining!cortical!projection!neurons!have!recently!been!identified!as!being!responsible!for!mediating!the!response!to!antidepressants!(Schmidt!et!al.,!2012);!however,!data!suggesting!a!possible!role!for!p11!neurons!projecting!from!hypothalamus!to!NAc!are!lacking.!!To!validate!the!finding!that!hypothalamic!neurons!expressing!p11!project!to!the!NAc!using! a! different! neural! tracer,! we! generated! a! replicationDdeficient! pseudorabies!virus!expressing!mCherry!(PRVDmCherry).!PRV!is!another!wellDcharacterized!virus!that!is!retrogradely!transported!after!injection,!and!similar!to!CAVDGFP,!this!strain!is!incapable! of! traversing! synapses.! We! injected! PRVDmCherry! bilaterally! into! the!nucleus! accumbens! of! p11DEGFP! transgenic! mice! (Oh! et! al.,! 2013)! and! observed!substantial!overlap!between!cells!expressing!p11!(EGFP)!and!mCherry!in!the!lateral!hypothalamus!(Figure!5.10C),!confirming!these!neurons!project!to!the!NAc.!!
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Figure( 5.10.( A( Subset( of( Hypothalamic( Projection( Neurons( Express( p11.! (A)(Differential! enrichment! (IP/Input)! of! the! S100A! family! of! genes! in! neurons!projecting! to! the! nucleus! accumbens! assessed! by!RNADseq,! on! a! Log2! scale.! Actin!(Actb)!is!shown!for!reference.!(B)!qPCR!confirmation!of!S100a10!(p11)!enrichment!(p! <! 0.01).! (C)! Colocalization! between! p11DEGFP! and! PRVDmCherry! in! the! lateral!hypothalamus.! (D)!Top!panel,! colocalization!between!p11DEGFP!and!MCH.!Bottom!panel,!colocalization!between!p11DEGFP!and!hypocretin.!(E)!Colocalization!between!p11DEGFP,!PRVDmCherry,!and!hypocretin.!White!arrows!indicate!tripleDstained!cells.!Grey! arrows! indicate! p11Dpositive! projection! neurons! that! do! not! colocalize!with!hypocretin.!qPCR!data! is!normalized!to!Rpl23.!Data!are!presented!as!mean!±!SEM.!All!scale!bars,!100!µm.!
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Nucleus( Accumbens.! (A)! AAVDFLEXDNBL10! construct! developed! to! conditionally!express!NBL10!in!the!presence!of!Cre!recombinase.!(B)!AAVDFLEXDNBL10!is!injected!into!the!VTA!and!CAVDGFP!into!the!NAc!of!DATDIRESDCre!mice.!NBL10!is!restricted!to!VTA!dopamine!neurons,!and!CAVDGFP!to!NAcDprojecting!neurons.!Only!ribosomes!from! doubleDlabeled! cells! (VTA! dopamine! neurons! projecting! to! the! NAc)! can! be!immunoprecipitated.!(C)!Colocalization!between!NBL10,!GFP!(from!CAV),!and!TH!in!the!VTA.!(D)!qPCR!after!cellDtypeD/projectionDspecific!IPs.!Data!is!expressed!as!foldDenrichment! (IP! RNA/Input! RNA).! ‘ND’! means! that! IP! RNA! is! not! detected.! (E)!Enriched! marker! genes! from! (D)! labeled! using! FISH.! Colocalization! between!enriched!genes,!GFP!(from!CAV),!and!TH.!Colocalization!between!Relaxin!3!and!TH.!qPCR!data!is!normalized!to!Rpl23.!Scale!bars,!500!µm!for!top!panel!and!25!µm!for!bottom!panel!in!(C),!and!50!µm!for!(E).!White!arrows!in!(C)!and!(E)!indicate!tripleDstained!cells.(!!
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5.8( Molecular( profiling( of( VTA( dopamine( neurons( projecting( to( nucleus(
accumbens!In! our! earlier! studies,! we! identified! a! number! of! markers! that! are! expressed! in!ventral!midbrain!neurons!projecting!to!the!nucleus!accumbens!(see!Figure!5.9).!The!data! did! not! distinguish!whether! these!markers!were! expressed! in! dopaminergic!neurons!of!the!VTA!or!in!a!different!population.!To!test!whether!these!markers!are!expressed! in!VTA!dopamine!neurons!projecting! to! the!nucleus! accumbens,!we! set!out!to!extend!the!current!approach!to!make!it!cellDtypeDspecific.!To!accomplish!this,!we!took!advantage!of!the!fact!that!our!technique!utilizes!a!twoDcomponent!system;!namely,!both!GFP!and!NBL10!are!required!to!immunoprecipitate!RNA!from!a!given!cell.!Furthermore,! the!NBL10!construct! is!relatively!small! (~1!kb),!which!makes! it!amenable! to!cloning! into!a!CreDdependent!(FLEXed)!AAV!(Atasoy!et!al.,!2008).!We!thus!cloned! the!NanobodyDL10! fusion!protein! (NBL10)! into!a!CreDconditional!AAV!(AAVDFLEXDNBL10;! Figure! 5.12A).! We! then! injected! CAVDGFP! into! the! nucleus!accumbens,! and! AAVDFLEXDNBL10! into! the! VTA! of! DATDIRESDCre! mice! (Figure!5.12B;! Backman! et! al.,! 2006).! Immunohistochemistry! against! NBL10! and! TH!demonstrated! that! NBL10! expression! was! restricted! to! midbrain! dopamine!neurons.! Furthermore,!we!noted! that! a! subset!of! these!neurons!were!also! labeled!with!GFP,!confirming!that!we!had!targeted!a!substantial!number!of!VTA!dopamine!neurons!that!project!to!the!NAc!(Figure!5.12C).!!To!purify!ribosomes!from!only!those!VTA!dopamine!neurons!that!project!to!the!NAc,!we!dissected!a!2Dmm!piece!of!tissue!that!included!the!midbrain!and!performed!IPs!
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as! described! above.! In! this! case,! we! precipitated! RNA! only! from! VTA! dopamine!neurons! that! project! to! the! NAc,! as! only! they! will! express! both! GFP! and! NBL10.!Importantly,!ribosomes!from!cells!expressing!only!GFP!(nonDdopamine!neurons!that!project!to!the!NAc)!or!only!NBL10!(VTA!dopamine!neurons!that!do!not!project!to!the!NAc)!will! not! be! precipitated,! as! both! components! are! required.!We! substantially!enriched! for!midbrain! dopamine!markers! including!Slc6a3! (5.7Dfold)! and!Th! (7.2Dfold),! while! depleting! for! nonDdopaminergic! marker! genes! Hcrt! (IP! RNA! did! not!amplify)! and!Slc6a4! (2.6Dfold),! as!well! as! glial!markers!Gfap! (9.5Dfold),!Mal! (13.3Dfold),!and!Mbp!(36Dfold)!(Figure!5.12D).!!A! number! of! genes! identified! by! our! RNADseq! study! are! expressed! in! the! ventral!midbrain!(see!Allen!Brain!Atlas!and!Figure!5.9),!suggesting!that!these!are!markers!for!VTA!dopamine!neurons!projecting! to! the!nucleus!accumbens.!We!assessed! the!enrichment!of!seven!of!these!different!marker!genes!by!qPCR.!Six!of!the!genes!were!substantially!enriched:!Anxa1!(8.2Dfold),!Calb2!(2.3Dfold),!Grp!(5.6Dfold),!Ntsr1!(6.1Dfold),!Slc10a4!(7.1Dfold),!and!Snca!(5.2Dfold)!(Figure!5.12D).!To!further!validate!that!the!enriched!subset!of!genes!are!expressed!in!VTA!dopamine!neurons!projecting!to!the!NAc,!we!injected!the!NAc!with!CAVDGFP.!We!then!performed!fluorescence!in,situ!hybridization! (FISH)! against! each! one! of! these! marker! genes! in! tandem! with!immunohistochemistry! against! GFP! and! TH! (Figure! 5.12E).! In! each! case,! we!observed!substantial!numbers!of!tripleDlabeled!cells!(white!arrows),!confirming!that!we!were!able!to!profile!projective!VTA!dopamine!neurons.!Of!note,!previous!studies!have!shown!expression!of!Grp! in!midbrain!dopamine!neurons!(Chung!et!al.,!2005),!
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Figure( 5.14.( Ventral( Tegmental( Area( Staining( of( NBL10( and( GFP( After( Viral(
Injections.! Immunohistochemistry! in! the! ventral! midbrain.! AAVDIVDNBL10! was!injected! into! the! VTA! (top),! followed! by! CAVDGFP! injection! (middle)! into! the!nucleus!accumbens.!Inset!displays!tyrosine!hydroxylase!(TH)!counterstain.!!!!!!!
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5.9(CellMtypeMspecific(RetroMTRAP(for(comparative(analysis(of(mesolimbic(and(
nigrostriatal(dopamine(neurons!We! then! set! out! to! systematically! compare!midbrain! dopaminergic! projections! to!the! striatum! using! cellDtypeDspecific! RetroDTRAP.! In! these! studies,! we! generated!another! CreDdependent! AAV! engineered! to! conditionally! express! the! NBL10!construct.! In! this! case,! we! utilized! ‘Introvert’! technology! (Mats! Ekstrand,!unpublished! data! and! see! above),! with! the! hope! that! this! switch! would! provide!tighter! CreDdependent! regulation! of! gene! expression,! as! compared! to! the! ‘FLEX’!construct.!Briefly,!Introvert!technology!enables!one!to!split!a!gene!in!half!and!then!‘FLEX’!one!half!to!make!it!CreDdependent!regardless!of!reading!frame!or!orientation!(see!Figure!5.13).!We!then!synthesized!an!‘Introverted’!form!of!NBL10!and!cloned!it!into!an!AAV!plasmid,! thus!creating!AAVDIVDNBL0.! Importantly,!AAVDIVDNBL10!also!carries! NDterminal! HA! and! FLAG! tags! for! IHC! and! cellDtypeDspecific! (but! not!projectionDspecific)!profiling!(Figure!5.14),! respectively.!We!then!utilized!a!similar!approach! as! described! above! to! perform! simultaneous! cellDtypeD! and! projectionDspecific!molecular!profiling!of!dopaminergic!neurons!targeting!the!striatum.!!We!achieved!this!aim!by!first! injecting!AAVDIVDNBL10!into!the!ventral!midbrain!of!DATDIRESDCre!mice.!After!waiting!two!weeks!for!sufficient!expression!of!NBL10,!we!then! injected! CAVDGFP! into! either! the! ventral! or! dorsal! striatum! (nucleus!accumbens!and!caudate!putamen,!respectively)!(Figure!5.15).!Two!weeks!later,!we!performed!IPs!first!against!GFP!to!profile!the!mesolimbic/nigrostriatal!projections,!and!then!against!FLAG!as!a!control!for!selective!expression!of!the!NBL10!construct!
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Figure( 5.15.! Differential( Targeting( of( the( Mesolimbic( and( Nigrostriatal(
Dopaminergic( Projections( using( CellMtypeMspecific(RetroMTRAP.! (Top)!AAVDIVDNBL10! is! injected! into! the! ventral! midbrain! of! DATDIRESDCre! mice,! while! the!retrograde! tracing,! replicationDdeficient! canine! adenovirus! expressing! GFP! (CAVDGFP)!is!injected!into!either!the!nucleus!accumbens!(NAc)!or!caudate!putamen!(CPu).!(Bottom)! Molecular! profiling! of! NAcDprojecting! VTA! DA! neurons! (mesolimbic,!
bottom( left)! and! CPuDprojecting! SNc! DA! neurons! (nigrostriatal,! bottom( right).!Note!that!in!each!case!only!the!yellow!neurons!(containing!both!GFP!and!NBL10)!are!accessible!for!IP.!!!!!
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Before! performing! comparative! analysis,! we! first! confirmed! the! specificity! of! the!cellDtypeDspecific!approach!over!the!original!RetroDTRAP!strategy.!Because!AAVDIVDNBL10! is! selectively! expressed! only! within! dopaminergic! neurons! of! the! ventral!midbrain,!we!should!be!able!to!significantly!boost!our!enrichment!for!dopaminergic!transcripts!as!compared!to!the!original!RetroDTRAP!approach,!which!nonDselectively!targeted! all! neurons! projecting! to! the! NAc! from! the!midbrain! and! hypothalamus.!Indeed,! when! we! compared! enrichments! for! known! and! newlyDidentified!dopaminergic! transcripts,!we! found!significant!enrichment! in! the!cellDtypeDspecific!approach! across! the! board! (Figure! 5.16).! Known! dopaminergic! transcripts! in! the!cellDtypeDspecific!approach!were!all!enriched!13.1D34.9Dfold,!as!compared!with! the!original!RetroDTRAP!approach,!which!yielded!enrichments!on!the!order!of!3.9D12.2Dfold.! In!particular,! these!differentially! enriched! transcripts! (and! their! comparative!enrichments)!are:!Th!(12.2!versus!34.9,!p!<!0.01),!Slc6a3!(7.7!versus!20.8,!p!<!0.01),!
Slc18a2!(3.9!versus!15.6,!p!<!0.0001),!Ddc!(5.2!versus!20.6,!p!<!0.0001),!and!Nr4a2!(5.4!versus!13.1,!p!<!0.05).!For!other!and!newlyDidentified!dopaminergic!transcripts,!increased! degree! of! enrichment! was! similar! to! traditional! dopaminergic! genes:!




Figure( 5.16.( Dopamine( Neuron( Markers( are( Highly( Enriched( in( CellMtypeM
specific(RetroMTRAP(of(the(Mesolimbic(Dopamine(Circuit.!Comparative!analysis!between!original!RetroDTRAP!strategy!(black!bars,!‘All!Inputs’)!and!cellDtypeDspecific!RetroDTRAP! (grey! bars,! ‘DA! Inputs’).! Enrichments! for! known/newlyDidentified!mesolimbic!DA!marker! genes.!All! genes! are! significantly!more! enriched! in! the!DA!Inputs! group.!Nr4a2! and! Snca,! p! <! 0.05;! all! other! genes,! p! <! 0.0001.! All! data! are!displayed!as!mean!±!SEM.!!!!!!!!!!
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Neurons.! Data! generated! from! highDthroughput! RNADsequencing.! All! genes! are!significant! (q! <! 0.05).! Red! is! indicative! of! enrichment,! and! blue! is! indicative! of!depletion.!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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We!first!visualized!the!RNADseq!data!using!a!heat!map,!demonstrating!all!significant!genes!(q!<!0.05)!in!either!the!mesolimbic!or!nigrostriatal!projection!(Figure!5.17).!It!is!immediately!clear!that!these!two!projections!share!much!in!common,!as!expected!for! two! populations! of! dopamine! neurons.! For! example,! we! would! expect! to! see!similarities! of! enrichment! for! all! dopaminergic! marker! genes.! Indeed,! there! is! a!significant!degree!of!similarity!between!these!two!populations!in!dopamineDspecific!marker!gene!enrichment!(data!not!shown).!Of!note,!it!has!previously!been!reported!that!Drd2!and!Slc6a3!are!heterogeneously!expressed!in!the!ventral!midbrain!(Haber!et! al.,! 1995).!When!we!compared! the! two!marker!genes,!we!were!able! to!observe!increased! enrichment! within! the! nigrostriatal! (nst)! projection,! as! compared! with!the! mesolimbic! (msl)! projection:!Drd2! (94! msl! vs.! 131! nst! FPKM,! p! <! 0.01)! and!




Figure( 5.18.( Principal( Component( Analysis( of( Mesolimbic( and( Nigrostriatal(
Dopamine(Neurons.!PCA!segregates!the!two!populations!into!two!distinct!clusters,!demonstrating!that!these!populations!are!molecularly!distinguishable.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Figure( 5.19.( Similar( Enrichment( for( Parkinson’s( Disease( Marker( Genes( in(
Mesolimbic( and( Nigrostriatal( Dopamine( Neurons.! Expression! specificity!(nigrostriatal/mesolimbic)! for! Parkinson’s! diseaseDassociated! (PARK)! genes.!Differentially! expressed! genes:! PARK1/4! (Snca,! p! <! 0.05),! PARK5! (Uchl1,! p! <!0.0001),! PARK14! (Pla2g6,! p! <! 0.0001).! Closed! bars! (9/11! genes)! indicate!enrichment!in!both!projections,!open!bars!(2/11!genes)!are!indicative!of!differential!enrichment.!All!other!genes!are!not!significantly!differentially!enriched.!All!data!are!displayed!as!mean!±!SEM.!!!!!!!
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One! (overly)! simple!hypothesis! underlying! this! differential! susceptibility! could!be!the! differential! expression! of! the! known! genetic! variants! associated! with!Parkinson’s! disease! (the! PARK! gene! family).! If! these! genes! were! preferentially!enriched/depleted! from! these! two! populations,! it! could! possibly! hint! at! a!mechanism! for! which! mutations! would! serve! to! the! significant! detriment! of! one!population! but! not! necessarily! the! other.! However,! when! we! looked! at! relative!enrichment! of! the! PARK! genes! (by! generating! a! specificity! index:!nigrostriatal/mesolimbic! enrichment),!we! found! similar! enrichment! for! the! PARK!genes! between! the! treatments! (Figure! 5.19),! with! only! three! differentially!expressed:! PARK1/4! (Snca,! mesolimbicDspecific,! p! <! 0.05),! PARK5! (Uchl1,!mesolimbicDspecific,! p! <! 0.0001),! and! PARK14! (Pla2g6,! nigrostriatalDspecific,! p! <!0.0001).!However,!we!did!notice!that!most!of!the!PARK!genes!were!enriched!within!dopamine! neurons! regardless! of! mesolimbic/nigrostriatal! projectionDspecificity!(Figure! 5.19,! black! bars,! 9/11! genes).! These! data! suggest! a! potential! role! for!dopamine!neuron! function!(or!dysfunction),!but!alone!are! insufficient! to!suggest!a!potential!mechanism! for! the! differential! susceptibility! to! a! disease! state.!We! thus!turned!our! investigations!to!other!potential!mechanisms!by!which!these!cell! types!differentially!respond!to!insult.!!One! popular! hypothesis! underlying! the! selective! degeneration! of! nigrostriatal!dopamine! neurons! is! that! these! neurons! are! more! readily! susceptible! to!excitotoxicity! (due! to! their! inability! to! proper! handle! calcium! load! through!buffering).!Previous! cytochemical! reports!have! suggested! that! there! is! a! relatively!
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reduced! expression! of! calbdindin! (Calb1)! in! the! nigrostriatal! projection! neurons!that!degenerate!in!Parkinson’s!disease!(Damier!et!al.,!1999a,!b).!When!we!looked!at!calcium!buffering!proteins! calbindin! (Calb1)! and! calretinin! (Calb2),!we! found! that!these! two! genes!were! increasingly! enriched! in! the!mesolimbic! projection! (Figure!5.20):! Calb1! (mesolimbicDspecific,! p! <! 0.01)! and! Calb2! (mesolimbicDspecific,! p! <!0.0001).! Interestingly,! we! also! found! selective! enrichment! within! the!mesolimbic!projection! for! a! marker! gene! not! previously! associated! with! dopamine! neurons,!
Casr.! CalciumDsensing! receptor! (CaSR)! is! a! GDprotein! coupled! receptor! (GPCR)!responsible! for! sensing! extracellular! levels! of! calcium.! We! found! significant!enrichment! for! Casr! within! the! mesolimbic! projection,! as! compared! with! the!nigrostriatal! projection! (p! <! 0.0001).! One! possibility! for! this! gene! not! having!previously!been!detected! in! these!neurons! is! its! very! low!expression! level,! on! the!order! of! 0.5D1! FPKM! in! our! IPs,! as! compared! with! an! even! lower! amount! in! the!input;! this! is!more!remarkable!when!contrasted!with!marker!genes! like!Calb1!and!





within( the(Mesolimbic( and( Nigrostriatal( Dopamine( Circuitry.!The!mesolimbic!(msl,! black! bars)! and!nigrostriatal! (nst,! grey! bars)! dopaminergic! projections! have!calcium! buffering! and! sensing! protein! expression! heavily! biased! towards! the!mesolimbic! circuit.! This! is! reflected! in! the!differential! enrichments! observed!with!calcium!buffering!proteins!Calb1!(left,!296!msl!vs.!116!nst!FPKM,!p!<!0.01)!and!Calb2!(middle,!1151!msl!vs.!555!nst!FPKM,!p!<!0.0001),!and!calcium!sensing!protein!Casr!(right,!0.9715!msl!vs.!0.2787!nst!FPKM,!p!<!0.0001).!All!data!are!displayed!as!mean!±!SEM.!!!!!!!!!!!!
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5.10(Molecular(characterization(of( the(nigrostriatal(dopaminergic(projection(
in(health(and(disease(states!While!we!were!able!to!perform!highDthroughput!molecular!profiling!to!compare!the!mesolimbic! and! nigrostriatal! projections,! another! desirable! aim! would! be! to!characterize!the!nigrostriatal!projection!in!the!disease!state.!To!accomplish!this!aim,!we!turned!to!the!MitoPark!model!of!Parkinson!disease!(Ekstrand!et!al.,!2007).!The!MitoPark! mouse! is! a! genetic! model! of! PD,! created! by! conditionally! knocking! out!exons! 6! and! 7! of! mitochondrial! transcription! factor! A! (Tfam)! from! dopamine!neurons! via! a! cross! to! DATDIRESDCre! mice! (Backman! et! al.,! 2006).! Tfam! is!responsible!for!mitochondrial!transcription!and!mitochondrial!genome!replication,!and! its! loss! results! in! mice! with! dopamine! neurons! that! are! respiratoryDchainDdeficient.! This! cellular! stress! ultimately! leads! to! the! preferential! and! progressive!loss!of!nigrostriatal!dopamine!neurons,! recapitulating!many!of! the!core!symptoms!and! pathological! alterations! commonly! observed! in! the! Parkinsonian! state!(Ekstrand!et!al.,!2007).!Thus,!we!set!out!to!characterize!the!molecular!adaptations!underlying!this!progressive!degenerative!effect.!!To!profile!nigrostriatal!dopamine!neurons!in!the!MitoPark!mouse!model,!we!utilized!DATDIRESDCre;! Tfam! fl/fl!mice! (Ekstrand! et! al.,! 2007).!We! set! out! to! profile! these!neurons!prior!to!their!death,!and!achieved!this!aim!by!performing!cellDtypeDspecific!RetroDTRAP! studies! at! a! presymptomatic! time! point.! We! selected! the! earliest!reasonable!time!point!perform!profiling!studies,!10!weeks!(first!surgery!at!6!weeks,!second! surgery! at! 8! weeks,! and! IPs! at! 10! weeks).! Additionally,! at! 10! weeks,! the!
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Figure( 5.21.( Locomotor( Function( of( MitoPark( Mice( in( the( Open( Field( Test.!MitoPark! mice! exhibit! a! timeDdependent! decrease! in! gross! locomotor! function!(paired! comparison! within! treatment! over! time:! p! <! 0.01;! between! group!comparison!at!10!weeks:!n.s.,!at!14!weeks:!p!<!0.0001)!due!to!degeneration!of!the!nigrostriatal! projection! (Ekstrand! et! al.,! 2007).! Littermate! controls! have! intact,!unchanged!locomotor!function.!All!data!are!displayed!as!mean!±!SEM.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



















To! perform! cellDtypeDspecific! RetroDTRAP! within! the! nigrostriatal! dopaminergic!circuit! of! MitoPark! mice,! we! followed! the! same! protocol! as! before! for! the!nigrostriatal! projection;! this! time,! however,!we!used!DATDIRESDCre!+/D;! Tfam! fl/fl!mice! (as! compared! with! DATDIRESDCre! +/D;! Tfam! +/+! in! the! original! case).! After!performing! IPs,! we! confirmed! that! we! were! able! to! significantly! deplete! for! the!deleted! exons! (exons! 6D7! deleted,! probe! for! exons! 5D6)! from! dopamine! neurons!using!qPCR,!and!this!was!comparatively!depleted!as!compared!to!other!Tfam!exons!(2D3,!p!=!0.001).!We!then!sought!to!identify!molecular!alterations!that!may!provide!a!potential!mechanism!for!the!phenotype!observed! in!Parkinsonian!patients,!as!well!as! the! phenocopy! MitoPark! model.! We! first! assessed! the! effect! on! dopaminergic!character! by! investigating! the! expression! changes! in! the! dopamine! transporter!




Figure( 5.22.( Reduced( Expression( of( Dopamine( Transporter( DAT( in( PreM
Symptomatic( MitoPark( Mouse( Model( of( PD.! DAT! expression! is! reduced! in! the!nigrostriatal!DA!projection!of!MitoPark!mice!(Slc6a3,!p!<!0.05),!whereas!expression!within!other!DA!neurons!remains!fully!intact.!All!data!are!displayed!as!mean!±!SEM.(!!!!!!!!!!
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5.11(Identification(of(a(novel(function(for(gastrinMreleasing(peptide((GRP)(In! our! molecular! profiling! studies,! one! common! transcript! that! was! repeatedly!enriched! in! projections! targeting! the! nucleus! accumbens! was! that! of! gastrinDreleasing! peptide! (GRP).! Notably,! its! receptor! gastrinDreleasing! peptide! receptor!(GRPR)!also!appears!to!be!expressed!in!the!nucleus!accumbens!shell!(Figure!5.23).!The! origin! of! this! GRP! enrichment! was! ultimately! found! within! the! ventral!tegmental! area! (VTA),! particularly! the!mesolimbic! projection! (Figure! 5.12E).! This!was! confirmed! both! through! identification! in! the! Allen! Brain! Atlas! in, situ!hybridizations!(data!not!shown),!as!well!as!conclusively!with!tripleDlabeling!within!the!VTA!using!a!combination!of!immunohistochemistry!(to!label!midbrain!dopamine!neurons! and! the! partially! overlapping!mesolimbic! projection)! and! fluorescence! in,




Figure( 5.23.( GastrinMreleasing( Peptide( Receptor( (GRPR)( Expression( in( the(
Nucleus(Accumbens,( from(GENSAT(Database.!GastrinDreleasing!peptide!receptor!(GRPR)DEGFP! mice! from! GENSAT! show! a! pattern! of! expression! apparent! in! the!nucleus!accumbens.!This! is!consistent!with!expression!of!gastrinDreleasing!peptide!(GRP)!mRNA!found!in!the!ventral!tegmental!area.!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Figure( 5.24.( DoseMresponse( of( GastrinMreleasing( Peptide( Administration(

































Figure( 5.25.( Effect( of( Infusion( of( GastrinMReleasing( Peptide( Into( the( Nucleus(


































These! studies!demonstrate! the!particular!utility!of!using!an!unbiased!approach! to!molecular! profiling! of! neural! circuits,! particularly! RetroDTRAP,! which! ultimately!enables!the! identification!of!novel!proteins!within!the!nervous!system,!with!as!yet!unidentified! functions.! The! discovery! of! GRP! within! the! mesolimbic! projection! is!just! one! of!many! examples! of! the! power! of! such! a! technique,! and! certainly!more!functional!proteins!with!currently!understudied!roles!will!be!uncovered.!One!case!of!this! will! be! the! application! of! RetroDTRAP! to! the! mesolimbic! and! nigrostriatal!dopamine!circuits,!which!will!hopefully!unveil!a!number!of!differentially!expressed!molecules,!which!ultimately!give!rise! to! the!differential! susceptibility!of! these! two!cell!types!in!the!disease!state.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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CHAPTER(6:(DISCUSSION!There!is!currently!a!significant!effort!underway!to!systematically!identify!all!of!the!brain’s!component!cell!types,!and!then!to!functionally!establish!the!role!of!these!cell!types! in! the! behaving! organism.! This! approach! has! been! particularly! effective,!though!incomplete.!A!cell! type,!to!current!firstDorder!approximations,! is!defined!as!an!anatomically!restricted!population!of!neurons!with!a!unique!molecular!identifier!(e.g.!dopamine,!serotonin,!parvalbumin,!etc.).!Additional,!but!not!mutually!exclusive!criteria! for! cell! type! classification! include! (but! are! not! limited! to)!electrophysiological! properties,! morphology,! and! connectivity.! A! critical! question!then! becomes! the! resolution! at! which! we! can! appreciate! cell! types.! I! wish! to!conclude! this!work! by! first! summarizing! some! the!major! accomplishments! of! the!described! thesis! work! (particularly!with! regards! to! refining! our! definition! of! cell!types! within! the! brain! by! virtue! of! anatomy/connectivity! and! the! molecular!dissection! of! brainstem! neural! circuits),! and! then! discussing! critical! future!directions! for! refining! our! definition! of! cell! types!within! the! brain! and! how! they!contribute!to!adaptive!behavior.!!As! neurotechnologies! continue! to! improve,! our! ability! to! resolve! the! function! of!smaller!and!smaller! subpopulations!of!neurons! increases.!Neural! circuits! can!now!be! targeted! for! activation! (gainDofDfunction)! and! inhibition! (lossDofDfunction)! by!virtue!of! their!expression!of!a!principal!marker!genes!(Tye!and!Deisseroth,!2012),!connectivity!(Tye!and!Deisseroth,!2012),!and!even!contextual/temporallyDrestricted!activity!(Guenthner!et!al.,!2013;!Liu!et!al.,!2012;!Ramirez!et!al.,!2013).!In!some!cases,!
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some! intersections! of! these! criteria! (e.g.! cellDtypeD! and! projectionDspecific)! are!currently! possible! and! will! become! more! practical! to! implement! in! the! years! to!come.!!To! understand! the! behavioral! function(s)! of! the! dorsal! raphe! nucleus,! I! utilized!projectionD! and! cellDtypeDspecific! approaches! to! dissect! out! the! role! of! three!different!cell!types!in!the!behaving!animal.!These!cell!types,!defined!by!expression!of!serotonin,! the! GABAergic! transporter! Vgat,! and! the! nonDcanonical! glutamate!transporter! VGluT3,! each! play! different! roles! in! modulating! behavioral! output.!Studies! prior! to! this! had! suggested! key! roles! of! the! dorsal! raphe! in! modulating!locomotion!(Warden!et!al.,!2012;!Waterhouse!et!al.,!2004)!and!reward!(McDevitt!et!al.,!2014;!Qi!et!al.,!2014;!Rompre!and!Miliaressis,!1985),!but!none!had!parsed!out!the!specific! cell! types! underlying! these! behaviors.! Still,! many! questions! remain.! For!instance,! dorsal! raphe! 5DHT! and! VGluT3! neurons! have! substantial! degrees! of!overlap,!yet!activation!of!one!subpopulation!elicits!vigorous!locomotor!function!and!suppression!of!appetite,!while! the!other!does!not!appear! to!acutely!effect!baseline!behavioral! function! at! all.! Future! studies! will! require! the! development! and!application!of!novel!transgenic!mouse!lines!and!molecular!logic!gates!(Fenno!et!al.,!2014)!to!access!the!intersection,!union,!and!complements!of!these!subpopulations.!Knowledge! of! their! differential! input/output! architecture! may! also! provide! clues!critical!to!understanding!the!context!within!which!these!neural!circuits!are!designed!to!function.!!
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To!address!questions!such!as!those!that!remain!from!the!studies!of!the!dorsal!raphe,!it! is! clear! that! technology!development!will! play!a! critical! role.!One!area! that!was!particularly! necessary! was! that! of! molecular! profiling! within! neural! circuits.! The!development!of!translating!ribosome!affinity!purification!(TRAP,!Doyle!et!al.,!2008;!Heiman! et! al.,! 2008)! conferred! neuroscientists! with! the! critical! capability! of!molecularly!profiling!cell!types!based!on!the!expression!of!a!principal!marker!gene.!With! the! development! of! RetroDTRAP,! we! extended! this! class! of! TRAPDrelated!technologies! to! enable! profiling! of! cell! types! not! only! based! on! expression! of! a!principal!marker!gene,!but!connectivity,!as!well.!This!methodology,!for!the!first!time,!enabled!us!to!project!molecular!information!onto!the!connectivity!map!of!the!mouse!brain.!!The! following! are! some! concluding! thoughts! on! the! importance! of! the! previously!described!studies!and!possibilities!for!future!work,!building!on!these!tools!and!basic!discoveries.!!
6.1(Dorsal(raphe(control(of(innate(behaviors(The!behavioral!function!of!the!dorsal!raphe!is!poorly!understood.!This!is!no!surprise!given! its! molecular! heterogeneity! and! the! remarkable! complexity! and!collateralization!of!projections!originating! from!the! locus.! In! the!current!work,!we!sought! to! reduce! complexity!of! the! cellular!heterogeneity! component!by! targeting!three! different! cell! types! that! are! significantly! represented! in! the! raphe:! 5DHT,!VGluT3,! and! GABA.! In! acute! dissection! of! behavioral! functions,! we! surprisingly!
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found! a! limited! role! for! serotonergic! function,! whereas! the! GABAergic! and!glutamatergic!neurons!were!able!to!robustly!and!rapidly!modulate!innate,!survivalDrelated!behaviors.!The!work!also!provides!neuroanatomic!evidence! for! the!output!pathways! through! which! these! cell! types! may! control! their! various! behavioral!functions.!!To! understand! how! the! brain! provides! the! dorsal! raphe! with! contextual!information,! it!will! be! critical! to! identify! the! cellDtypeDspecific! inputs! onto! each!of!the!identified!DRN!cell!types,!and!to!investigate!whether!these!inputs!are!sufficient!to!elicit!the!studied!behaviors.!One!possibility!to!achieve!this!aim!(discussed!further!below)! will! be! a! modification! of! RetroDTRAP,! where! we! utilize! a! simultaneous!monosynaptic! rabies! approach! within! a! CreDdriver! mouse! crossed! to! the! SYNDNBL10!mouse.! This!would! enable! a! relatively! rapid! approach! to! defining! the! cell!types!that!target!the!DRN.!!
6.2(Viral(TRAP(for(rapid(molecular(profiling(of(defined(cell(types(Translating! ribosome! affinity! purification! (TRAP)! has! been! highly! successful! in!achieving!molecular!profiles!of!a!diverse!array!of!cell! types! in!health! (Doyle!et!al.,!2008;(Nakajima!et!al.,!2014)!and!disease!states!(Mellen!et!al.,!2012;!Schmidt!et!al.,!2012).! This! approach! initially! relied! on! BAC! transgenesis! to! target! the! EGFPL10a!transgene! directly! to! cell! types! of! interest! (Heiman! et! al.,! 2008);! however,! more!recently,!a!number!of!reporter! lines!have!been!developed!that!utilize!crosses!with!CreDdriver! lines! to! conditionally! express! epitopeDtagged! ribosomal! proteins! in!
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specific!cell!populations!(Sanz!et!al.,!2009;!Stanley!et!al.,!2013;(Liu!et!al,!2014;!Zhao!et! al.,! 2014).! In! the! current!work,!we! sought! to! extend! the! TRAP!method! to! take!advantage! of! viralDmediated! gene! transfer,! enabling! rapid! and! anatomicallyDrestricted!molecular!profiling!using!preDexisting!CreDdriver!lines!and!eliminating!the!need!to!cross!multiple!mouse!lines.!!The! broad! availability! of! CreDdriver! lines! (Gerfen! et! al.,! 2013;! Gong! et! al.,! 2003)!allows! the! viral! TRAP! strategy! to! immediately! be! applied! to! myriad! cell! types!without!the!need!to!generate!novel! transgenic!strains!or!cross!existing! lines.!AAVDmediated! overexpression! of! the! TRAP! transgene! also! enables! profiling! data! to! be!generated!as!early!as!three!weeks!postDinfection,!allowing!for!substantial!temporal!flexibility!when!designing!experiments.!Furthermore,!viral!delivery!of!the!EGFPL10a!transgene! into! adult!mouse! tissue! eliminates! the!possibility! of! recombination! and!activation! of! the! tagged! ribosomal! protein! in! unwanted! cell! types! that! may!transiently!express!Cre!during!development!(Lam!et!al.,!2011;!Lammel!et!al.,!2015).!Such! developmentally! ectopic! expression! imposes! a! significant! limitation! on! the!utility! of! CreDdependent! TRAP! and! RiboTag! reporter! strains! when! used! in!combination! with! Cre! driver! lines! that! have! dynamic! expression! patterns! in!development! (Sanz! et! al.,! 2009;! Stanley! et! al.,! 2013).! Lastly,! the! AAVDFLEXDEGFPL10a!vector!provides!a!simple!strategy!to!extend!the!TRAP!technique!to!other!species!such!as!rats,! for!which!a!number!of!Cre!driver! lines!exist! (Steinberg!et!al.,!2013;!Witten!et!al.,!2011).!!!
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The! current! viral! approach! to! translational! profiling! has! a! broad! dynamic! range,!allowing! for! enrichments! of! control! and! cell! type! markers,! with! concomitant!depletion!of!markers! for! glia! and!other!nonDtargeted! cell! types.! Therefore,! vTRAP!provides!a!method!to!obtain!highly!cellDtypeDspecific!gene!expression!data!similar!to!transgenic!strategies.!Importantly,!we!found!that!the!translational!profiles!obtained!from! vTRAP! correlated! very! highly! with! those! from! bacTRAP! (data! not! shown),!demonstrating!the!ability!to!reproducibly!target!and!profile!the!same!cell!population!using!either!the!viral!or!transgenic!approaches.!!It!is!also!possible!that!translational!profiling!using!vTRAP!could!be!further!improved!by! allowing!more! time! for! increased!EGFPL10a! expression.!AAVs! often! require! at!least! 2! weeks! for! maximal! expression! (Kaspar! et! al.,! 2002),! and! due! to! the! low!turnover! rate! of! neuronal! ribosomal! proteins! (Price! et! al.,! 2010),! may! need! an!extended! period! of! time! for! higher! levels! of! integration! into! the! ribosome.!Nonetheless,! we! find! that! we! can! robustly! profile! multiple! different! neural!populations!even!within!three!weeks!after!stereotactic!injections!of!viruses.!Indeed,!our! polysome! biochemistry! also! demonstrates! that! it! is! even! possible! to! label!ribosomes! as! early! as! 1Dweek! postDinjection.! Together,! these! data! demonstrate! a!rapid!approach!to!anatomicallyDrestricted,!cellDtypeDspecific!molecular!profiling.!!Other!factors!surrounding!enrichment!may!also!need!to!be!taken!into!consideration.!CreDdependent! ‘FLEX/DIO’! constructs! used! in! AAVs! have! been! demonstrated! to!exhibit!a!minor!degree!of!leakiness!(Miyamichi!et!al.,!2013),!which!may!be!due!to!a!
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number!of!possibilities!such!as!antisense!transcription!from!the!3’!UTR!(Kim!et!al.,!2012)! or! promiscuous! recombination! of! the! lox! sites! during! plasmid! preparation!(A.R.N.,! unpublished! data).! Thus,! when! using! CreDdependent! AAVs,! it! will! be!important! to! carefully! titer! the! virus! and! ensure! that! there! has! not! been! any!recombination! of! the! vector! during! its! preparation,! prior! to! drawing! conclusions!about! expression! of! a! given!marker! gene.! Furthermore,! it! is! highly! recommended!that!identified!candidate!marker!genes!are!confirmed!using!an!independent!method,!such!as!IHC!and/or!FISH.!!Additionally,! AAVs! are! commonly! used! in! neuroscience! as! vectors! to! deliver! a!number! lightDactivated! channels! and! pumps! (channelrhodopsins,! halorhodopsins,!archaerhodopsins),! designer! receptors! (DREADDs),! geneticallyDencoded! calcium!indicators!(GECIs),!and!siRNAs.!The!viruses!we!report!here!can!potentially!be!used!in! tandem!with! these! above! approaches! and! could! facilitate! our! understanding! of!the! molecular! adaptations! underlying! changes! in! neural! activity,! as! well! as!correlated!behavioral!alterations!observed!after!experimental!perturbation.!!Finally,!genome!editing!technologies!such!as!TALENs!and!CRISPR!have!advanced!to!the!point!where!it!is!possible!to!acutely!manipulate!gene!expression!and!epigenetic!states!using!viralDmediated!gene!transfer!(Konermann!et!al.,!2013;!Platt!et!al.,!2014;!Ran! et! al.,! 2015;! Swiech! et! al.,! 2015).! To! assess! the! effects! of! these! engineered!molecular! perturbations,! profiling! technologies! could! be! multiplexed! onto! these!manipulations!with!coDinjection!of!AAVDFLEXDGFPL10.!The!use!of!vTRAP!technology!
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in!tandem!with!genome!engineering!could!facilitate!our!understanding!of!the!role!of!targeted!genetic!alterations!on!central!nervous!system!function.!!
6.3(RetroMTRAP(for(molecular(connectomics(Numerous!studies!have!focused!on!the!comprehensive,!highDresolution!mapping!of!the! connectivity! within! the! central! nervous! system! (Helmstaedter! et! al.,! 2013;!Maisak! et! al.,! 2013;! Takemura! et! al.,! 2013).! This!work,! along!with! studies! dating!back! to! the! midD1980s! elucidating! the! connectome! of! the! nematode! C., elegans!(White! et! al.,! 1986),! have! worked! towards! the! important! goal! of! relating! neural!structure! to! its! function! (Lichtman!and!Denk,!2011;!Morgan!and!Lichtman,!2013).!However,! connectomic! information! is! necessary! but! not! sufficient! to! characterize!the! role! of! neural! populations!within! a! functioning! circuit,! in! part! because! neural!circuitry!is!labile!to!neuromodulation,!which!is!essential!to!its!function!but!invisible!to! neuroanatomical! reconstruction! (Bargmann,! 2012).! Thus,! to! understand! how!neural! circuits! give! rise! to! behavior,! the! synthesis! of! connectomic! and!molecular!information!is!essential.!!The! identification! of! markers! for! specific! neurons! enables! an! array! of! studies!delineating!their!function!through!use!of!electrophysiology,!molecular!profiling,!and!neural!activation/inhibition!using!optogenetics!or!chemical!genetics!(Armbruster!et!al.,! 2007;! Boyden! et! al.,! 2005).! Recently,! translational! profiling! approaches! have!made! it! possible! to! profile! neurons! based! on! the! expression! of! cellDtypeDspecific!marker!genes!(Heiman!et!al.,!2008),!as!well!as!changes!in!their!activity!(Knight!et!al.,!
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2012);! however,! these! approaches! do! not! provide! neuroanatomical! information!about! the! neurons! being! profiled.! Thus,! means! for! simultaneously! generating!connectomic!and!molecular! information!would!help!advance!our!understanding!of!how!neural!circuits!give!rise!to!behavior.!!
6.3.1(ProjectionMspecific(translational(profiling(GFP! is! commonly! encoded! in! retrograde! tracing! viruses! to! identify! presynaptic!inputs! to! a!defined! locus!within! the!brain.!However,!while!GFP!expression! can!be!used! to! confirm! a! neuroanatomical! connection,! it! does! not! reveal! the! molecular!composition!of!the!cellDtype.!Additionally,!many!of!the!retrograde!viruses!used,!such!as! rabies! virus,! are! often! acutely! toxic! to! the! cells! they! infect,! potentially! altering!transcriptomic!profiles!(Osakada!and!Callaway,!2013;!Wickersham!et!al.,!2007).!To!enable! molecular! profiling! of! a! presynaptic! cellDtype,! we! required! an! efficient!retrograde! virus! expressing! GFP! that! had! minimal! toxicity! to! the! infected! cells.!Canine!adenovirus! (CAV)!had!previously!been!used! for!restoration!of!nigrostriatal!dopamine!release!in!a!model!of!dopamine!deficiency,!demonstrating!the!longDterm!preservation!of!neural!function!(Hnasko!et!al.,!2006).!!We! focused! our! efforts! on! inputs! to! the! nucleus! accumbens! (NAc),! as! they! are!known!to!play!an!important!role!in!such!diverse!behaviors!as!feeding!(Georgescu!et!al.,!2005),!social!interaction!(Dolen!et!al.,!2013),!and!reward!processing!(Lammel!et!al.,!2012).!Dysfunction!of!these!neural!populations!is!also!implicated!in!a!variety!of!
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disease! states,! such! as! obesity! (Ludwig! et! al.,! 2001),! addiction! (Luscher! and!Malenka,!2011),!and!depression!(Chaudhury!et!al.,!2013;!Tye!et!al.,!2013).!!This! work! additionally! enables! the! molecular! definition! of! anatomically!interspersed! populations! of! neurons! within! the! brain! based! on! their! projection!pattern.!The!ventral!tegmental!area!(VTA),!for!example,!is!a!heterogeneous!nucleus!with!distinct!subsets!of!dopaminergic!neurons!that!can!be!classified!based!on!their!projections!to!a!number!of!postsynaptic!targets!such!as!the!medial!prefrontal!cortex,!nucleus! accumbens,! and! hippocampus.! However,! these! populations! are! not!dissociable! by! manual! dissection,! making! the! profiling! of! these! distinct! neuronal!populations!impossible!using!established!techniques!such!as!bacTRAP!and!RiboTag.!Thus,!it!is!likely!that!molecular!profiling!of!geneticallyDdefined!projective!cellDtypes!will! be! an! important! application! of! projectionDspecific! translational! profiling.!Indeed,! it! is! already! becoming! clear! that! different! projections! from! a!molecularly!defined! nucleus! can! have! differential! behavioral! effects! relevant! to! reward!processing! (Lammel! et! al.,! 2012),! as!well! as! depression! (Chaudhury! et! al.,! 2013).!Toward! this! end,! we! extended! the! current! approach! to! profile! VTA! dopamine!neurons!projecting!to!the!nucleus!accumbens!using!CAVDGFP,!and!a!CreDdriver!line!with!an!AAV!that!we!generated.!!The! data! reported! here! further! indicate! that! NBL10! could! be! incorporated! into!other! vector! systems! for! a! variety!of! studies.! For! example,! a!monosynaptic! rabies!virus!expressing!GFP!could!be!used!in!tandem!with!the!SYNDNBL10!mouse!(crossed!
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to! a! CreDdriver! line)! to! profile! neurons! synapsing! onto! a! molecularlyDdefined!postsynaptic!target!(see!Wall!et!al.,!2013).!Similarly,!this!system!could!be!adapted!to!identify!markers! for! neurons! postDsynaptic! to! geneticallyDdefined! cells! using! CreDdependent!anterograde!strains!of!herpes!simplex!virus!(Lo!and!Anderson,!2011).!!!Molecularly! profiling! neurons! based! on! their! pattern! of! connectivity! represents! a!methodology! that! is! conceptually! distinct! from! a! number! of! recent! efforts,! which!have!been!made! to!obtain!molecular!genetic! information! from!connectomicDbased!experiments.!Approaches!such!as!singleDsynapse!proteomic!analysis!(Micheva!et!al.,!2010)! and! the!Allen!Brain! Institute’s! cellDtypeDspecific,! virallyDtargeted! expression!of! GFP! (connectivity.brainDmap.org)! have! made! significant! progress! in! this! area;!however,! these!methodologies!require!either!highlyDsensitive!microscopy!methods!or! numbers! of! transgenic! mouse! lines! expressing! Cre! recombinase.! Additionally,!these! approaches! require! an! a, priori! defined! cellDtype! to! be! targeted.! Thus,! an!unbiased!approach!to!studying!molecular!connectivity!within!the!brain!as!reported!here!should!be!of!general!use.!!Alternate!strategies!have!also!been!employed!to!molecularly!profile!neurons!based!on!their!projection!pattern,!particularly!within!the!VTA.!However,!these!approaches!such!as!laser!capture!microdissection!(Lammel!et!al.,!2008;!Li!et!al.,!2013)!have!low!RNA!yields,!require!specialized!instrumentation!and!are!difficult!to!implement,!and!are!therefore!not!amenable!to!highDthroughput!analyses.!Another!possible!approach!to!projectionDspecific!molecular!profiling!would!be! through! fluorescenceDactivated!
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cell! sorting! (FACS)! of! retrogradelyDlabeled,! fluorophoreDpositive! neurons! (see!Sugino! et! al.,! 2006);! however,! the! current! isolation! protocols! for! neuronal! FACS!(Lobo! et! al.,! 2006)! appear! to! induce! cellular! stress,! and! the! resulting! molecular!profiles! have! reduced! sensitivity! in! comparison! to! techniques! like! bacTRAP.!ProjectionDspecific! translational! profiling! using! TRAPDbased! methodologies,!therefore,! allows! for! access! to! translating! mRNAs! with! high! efficiency,! enabling!detailed!molecular!analyses!using!quantitative!PCR!and!RNADseq.!!
6.3.2(Intersectional(genetic(applications(of(NBL10Mbased(TRAP!The! NBL10Dbased! approach! could! be! engineered! to! further! molecularly! refine!subpopulations!of!neural!cellDtypes!defined!by!the!intersection!of!two!markers.!For!example,! to! translationally!profile! a!neural! cellDtype!defined!by! two!marker!genes!(e.g.!genes!A!and!B),!one!could!drive!expression!of!NBL10!on!the!gene!A!promoter,!and!cross!this!mouse!to!a!gene!BDGFP!mouse.!This!particular!approach!would!allow!for! increasing! granularity! in! the! systematic! analysis! of! CNS! cellDtypes! that! are!currently! characterized! by! a! single! marker! gene.! Furthermore,! AAVDFLEXDNBL10!could!be!used! for! this!purpose,! as!well.!A!GFP! line! could!be! crossed! to! a!partially!overlapping! CreDdriver! line,! and! the! offspring! could! be! injected! with! AAVDFLEXDNBL10! to! profile! the! intersection! of! these! two! cellDtypes.! The! data! reported! here!indicate!that!this!approach!is!feasible!and!would!potentially!enable!an!intersectional!strategy! for! molecular! profiling! of! neurons! allowing! a! further! refinement! of! the!analysis!of!a!variety!of!neuronal!subpopulations.!!
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6.4(Summary(Through!these!investigations,!we!have!begun!to!uncover!a!previously!unappreciated!role! for! local! cell! type! diversity! in!modulating! behavior.! Future!work!will! seek! to!uncover!the!role!of!the!dorsal!raphe!at!a!much!higher!behavioral!and!cellDsubtypeDspecific!resolution.!Additionally,!novel! tool!development!will! inform!future!studies!and! elucidate! underlying!molecular!mechanisms,! which! currently! are! beyond! the!sensitivity!of!available!tools.!Importantly,!we!are!at!a!unique!inflection!point!where!the!molecular!profiling!technologies!are!finally!being!matched!with!the!substantial!progress!of! in,vivo!genome!editing.!Thus,!candidate!marker!genes!within!identified!cell! types! can! now! be! selectively! targeted! in, vivo! for! knockdown! with! high!specificity! (Ran! et! al.,! 2015),! and! will! likely! be! repurposed! for! titrating! gene!expression!levels.!Together,!these!technologies!will!enable!a!feedback!loop!between!marker! gene! discovery! and! perturbation! that! will! enable! the! elucidation! of! the!complex!mechanisms!that!define!the!molecular!and!neural!basis!of!behavior.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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